Language

and Participation

CristinaM. Rodriguezt

In this piece, I tackle a current subject of popular controversy
whether growing multilingualism in theUnited States imperils thefuture of
American democracy. I offer a positive theory, centered on the value of
democratic participation, of how a society like the United States should
approach themultilingualism of itspopulation. I conclude that embracing
bilingualism in individuals and multilingualism in society ismore likely to
make linguistic pluralism socially functional and to sustain the vitality of
public and social institutions than demanding public monolingualism. I
begin by demonstrating that current approaches to language diversity in
constitutional democracies, including our own, are largely remedial in na
ture. They focus either on ensuring the survival of particular minority
groups historically present and marginalized in a given nation-state, or on
helping immigrants overcome language barriers as they assimilate into the
dominant language of the society in question. On its own, this remedial
conception cannot ensure that linguistic diversity complements, rather than
undermines, democratic institutions, because it does not account for the
variety of linguistic interests present in a multiethnic society. I then ad
dress this limitation by offering an alternative, participatory theory of lan
guage difference. I base my conception of participation on principles of
decentralized decisionmaking. This focus requires considering how to ex
pand the individual's associative options and improve access to themid
level social institutions where we live out most of our lives, such as the
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workplace and thepublic schools. In accommodating speakers of multiple
languages in a given institution, we should focus on promoting social in
vestment by individuals and groups, as well as preserving individual con
trol over matters of deeply personal concern, rather than on the survival of
particular languages or cultures. In developing this framework, I draw
from the experiences of other multilingual societies and legal systems, but I
present the United States as a case study to explain what a participatory
approach would look like in practice. I focus on the major sites of lan
guage conflict in the United States- the political arena, the debate over
official English, theworkplace, and thepublic schools-and argue that a
multilingual understanding of these sites and the legal rules that structure
them best promotes participation.
INTRODUCTION
When speakers of different languages inhabit the same space, friction
often results. In January 2005, for example, a child-court judge in
Tennessee made headlines for ordering a number of non-English speaking
women involved in custody or neglect disputes to take English language
classes for "the good of their children."' In at least one case, the court ap
parently threatened that failure to comply within sixmonths would result in
the termination of parental rights.2 In July, upon hearing a coach instruct a
fourteen-year-old pitcher, in Spanish, to pick off a runner at second base, a
Little League umpire inMassachusetts ruled that only English could be
spoken for the remainder of the game.3 Though Little League officials re
sponded to the subsequent protest by suggesting that the umpire had no
malicious intent, the League nonetheless suspended the official for the re
mainder of the tournament.4 InOctober, a co-op on the Lower East Side of
Manhattan erupted in debate over the building's policy requiring all porters
to speak only English while on the job.5Upon learning of the policy, the
tenants lit up the neighborhood's online message board with condemna
tions, but themanagement corporation defended its policy on the grounds
that it furthered public safety and communication.6 And, inDecember, the
principal of a Kansas City public high school sent a sixteen year-old stu
dent home for asking a classmate, in Spanish, to borrow a dollar.7 In the
wake of the controversy that ensued, the school district rescinded the
in Custody Cases to Learn English,
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suspension, but not before the school's principal had made clear that the
student and others had been asked, prior to the incident, not to speak
Spanish at school.8
Each of these episodes reflects ambivalence about the propriety of
communicating through languages other than English. Since its colonial
beginnings, theUnited States has been a multilingual society, but this lin
guistic diversity has long complicated our conceptions of American na
tional identity. Rhetorical battles over linguistic identity are often fought at
high levels of generality, through debates over whether English-the
dominant language-should become the official language. But as these
various episodes suggest, the debate also takes place on a local and every
day basis in the commercial, communal, and familial spaces of this coun

try.
In recent years, language diversity has become a particularly salient
and controversial feature of American demography, because dramatic rates
of immigration are reshaping our social, political, and aesthetic environ
ments.9 The foreign-born and their children now constitute approximately
twenty percent of theU.S. population.10These groups are "concentrated in
a number of large states such as California, Florida, New York, Texas, and
Illinois, magnifying the regional impacts of immigration."' New York
City-a city of eight million people-is now home to almost threemillion
foreign-born residents.12Of that population, almost 43% arrived in the
United States in the past ten years, and 46% of that population speaks a
language other thanEnglish at home.13 In other, smaller cities, such as San
8.
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Antonio, Texas, the Latino population has climbed to sixty percent-a
trend due, in large part, to recent immigration fromMexico and Central
America.14
Whereas the economic consequences of this immigration are often
discussed,'5 the cultural consequences of these changing demographics re
main undertheorized. But the cultural effects of immigration are palpable
and must be understood clearly. One of the standard responses to the im
migrant influx, repeated at various stages of American history, recently has
found high-profile expression in Samuel Huntington's plea for the soul of
America, inwhich he warns, "There is no Americano dream. There is only
the American dream created by an Anglo-Protestant society. Mexican
Americans will share in that dream and in that society only if they dream in
English."16According to Huntington, American democracy now faces the
possibility of its own unraveling, brought on by the failure of an unprece
dented number of recent immigrants, mostly from Latin America, to as
similate linguistically and culturally into an English-speaking mainstream.
Whatever one thinks of Huntington's dire predictions, he broaches an im
there a relationship between linguistic diversity and
portant question-is
the future of our democracy?
The mainstream, liberal response to Huntington's argument insists
that linguistic assimilation continues apace-that
the grandchildren of
in
"could
not
dream
Latin American immigrants
Spanish even if they
wanted to."17Despite the fact that this retort has strong sociological data on
its side,18 it elides an importantpoint, and the account of language diversity
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it offers is incomplete. Even as the children and grandchildren of immi
grants become native English speakers, theUnited States will remain, as it
always has been, a multilingual society. Statistics documenting assimila
tion cannot explain away the tension Huntington has identified, for two
reasons. First, at leastwith respect to immigrants from Latin America, bi
lingualism persists strongly in the second generation and even somewhat in
the third.Whereas the classic three-generation trend toward English mono
lingualism describes most immigrant groups as a whole,19 some theorists
hypothesize that English-Spanish bilingualism may prove an exception to
this classic rule-a possibility that seems plausible in light of the sheer
number of immigrants from Latin America, the proximity of their countries
of origin, and their continued regional concentration.20
Second, and more universally, continued immigration will ensure the
ongoing replenishment of immigrant communities-a
phenomenon not
characteristic of the experience of European immigrants in the twentieth
century.2' This change in the nature of immigration means thatmultiple
generations of Americans, possessing varying levels of facility with non
English languages, will remain present in the body politic, even as individ
ual family lines assimilate linguistically.22 Speech communities comprised
of non-English-speaking immigrants, theirmonolingual-in-English descen
dants, and a wide array of bilinguals in between will persist-a
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phenomenon I have called themutability continuum of language.23 In fact,
the 2000 Census predicted that, by 2044, amajority of people residing in
theUnited States will speak a language other thanEnglish, though not nec
essarily to the exclusion of English.24 For the foreseeable future, bilingual
ism will remain a demographic characteristic that complicates our cultural,
social, and political interactions.25
In light of these observations, neither theAnglo-Protestant "ideal" nor
the liberal version of the assimilation story can account for themodem re
ality of theUnited States as a trulymultilingual society. The former yearns
for a homogeneous national identity that bears little resemblance to demo
graphic reality and that has never quite existed. The latter,while descrip
tively accurate, does not provide the necessary substantive account of how
individual bilingualism and social multilingualism may be changing the
character of our political and social institutions. The presence of speakers
of languages other thanEnglish is reshaping important social settings, such
as the workplace, the schools, and the countless different fora in which
politics occur. To deal adequately with this inescapable demographic and
linguistic reality, we need to understand the effects of language diversity
on the dynamics in these institutions.
Despite an ever-present and increasingly pressing need for this type of
thinking in the United States, our understanding of the relationship be
tween linguistic diversity and democracy remains thin.We resort too often
to general discussions of multiculturalism and assimilation to answer the
challenges of multilingualism.26 Whereas that ongoing debate forms an
important context for discussions of language rights and policy, the

23.
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language question must be confronted independently.27 In both an instru
mental and affective sense, language serves as the fundamentalmedium of
social interaction. At the same time, though certain languages may corre
latewith worldviews, they are not themselves values or practices. As a re
sult, debates concerning the extent to which we should accommodate
conflicting cultural values will not point to the best way tomanage multi
lingualism.
In this Article, I reconceptualize the social significance of language
difference by offering a positive theory of how a democratic society like
the United States should approach the multilingualism of its population.
Whereas existing models of language rights focus primarily on correcting
injustices against particular minority groups, my central claim is that our
legal and political framework formanaging multilingualism should be built
around the value of participation in public life. In the spirit of interpersonal
engagement at the heart of language itself, the best model for the United
States will strive tomake linguistic pluralism, whatever its source, socially
functional.
This approach makes a certain amount of intuitive sense. Because
language serves as themedium for interaction among people, democratic
societies naturally will be concerned that linguistic differences not stymie
such interaction or prevent people from accessing important social and
governmental resources. As I elaborate below, a number of legal systems
acknowledge this interest in participation to some degree when addressing
the interests of different cultural and linguistic groups. In international law
circles, for example, advocates argue that minority interests should be
framed in terms of the right to "effective participation."28
But existing models remain limited in their utility as points of com
parison for anAmerican project of language rights, for a few reasons. First,
the participatory approach has not been fleshed out in any systematic way.
The capaciousness of the term "participation" explains, in part,why a par
ticipatory account remains nascent and ambiguous. Participation can be
understood to encompass a wide variety of activities, and itmay mean dif
ferent things in different national contexts.
Second, existing models, despite containing participatory aspirations,
share a central preoccupation that necessarily limits the reach of these aspi
rations. The language rights discourse of scholars, activists, and lawmakers
the world over focuses primarily on remedying the unequal status of
27.
See Patten, supra note 26, at 692 (discussing
the features that make
language distinctive,
is the medium
in which most social interaction takes place," and "the
including the fact that "language
fact that most people can speak only one or several languages").
28.
for Security and Co-operation
in Europe, Copenhagen
See, e.g., Organization
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June 29, 1990, art. 35 ("The participating
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to national
minorities
protection
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specific national minority groups, such as French-speaking Quebeckers and
Catalans, and keeping the peace between groups with a history of con
flict.29 Those who operate within this framework conceive of language
rights as belonging to national minority groups in particular, and language
policies inmost societies have been targeted primarily at ensuring these
groups' survival. This remedial conception of language rights is most
clearly visible in the emergence of separate institutions or political ar
rangements for once oppressed or marginalized national minority groups,
as has occurred inCanada or Spain.
But neither the focus on national minorities, nor the forms of accom
modation that this focus has generated, fit well in the American context.
For theUnited States, we require an account of multilingualism thatmoves
beyond the limitations of existing models to address the linguistic plural
ism created by themigration of peoples. This account must be based on
something more than the standard rhetoric emphasizing that immigrant
groups are not entitled to substantive recognition of their linguistic inter
ests, apart from their right to access an English-speaking world.
The alternative account I offer in this Article refocuses our approach
tomultilingualism around a theory of participation and engages several key
issues: (1) how linguistic diversity affects participation in social and politi
to promote
cal life; (2) how we should regulate multilingualism
participation in those spheres; and (3) whether we should emphasize mono
lingualism ormultilingualism in our institutions to achieve these participa
tory ends. At first glance, itmay seem obvious thatparticipation, because it
requires interaction,would be more effective and efficient if everyone used
the same language. A viable participatory account, under this view, would
emphasize monolingualism and policies that promote rapid linguistic as
similation. My ultimate conclusion, however, is that this initial, monolin
gual instinct cannot survive a second look into the nature of participation.
In exploring the effects of multilingualism on the institutions with which I
am concerned, I contend that bilingualism in individuals andmultilingual
ism in society promote democratic values in those institutions. A multilin
gual conception of participation will better advance two important
objectives of American democracy: social investment by minority language
groups and personal control or autonomy over matters of deeply personal
concern, including cultural destiny.
In developing my participatory account, I emphasize two important
dimensions of participation that transform the counterintuitive into the self
evident. First, I focus on mid-level social institutions-workplaces,
schools, and the scenes of everyday politics and government, or the arenas
throughwhich most citizens live their daily lives-rather than on national
text (discussing
efforts
29.
See infra notes 34-54 and accompanying
to raise the status of current and former national minority
languages).

in Spain, Canada,
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political institutions. Second, I conceptualize participation as access to so
cial institutions, not as conversation over issues of common concern. This
approach deemphasizes the idea that all conversations of public concern
must be mutually intelligible to all people at all times, recognizing instead
that any given public debate will occur through simultaneous, overlapping
conversations by multiple communities. This framework ultimately con
templates thatparticular languagesmay differ in their social status andmay
not be used to the same degree at all levels of civic society.
I aim primarily to provide a framework for thinking about language
diversity in the United States, and I therefore elaborate the details of my
theory using institutions and debates in theUnited States as examples, be
cause I aim primarily to provide a framework for thinking about language
diversity in the United States. I begin this Article, however, by exploring
theways inwhich other societies have dealt with their own language ques
tions. Though language differences always have fueled intense conflict in
societies around the world,30 examples of robustly multilingual, participa
tory democracies abound. These societies thrive because they make lin
guistic pluralism and popular self-government mutually reinforcing, as
opposed to destructive of one another.While my intention is not to present
a general study of other language-rights systems, existing approaches to
language rights will be useful points of reference in developing my ac
count, for two reasons. First, as noted above, the idea of participation is
present in some extant models. The Canadian regime, in particular, inter
weaves the participatory and remedial objectives in an instructive fashion.
Second, the language rights debates of societies with significant, vocal na
tionalminorities, like Canada and Spain, demonstrate that a particular lan
guage is more than instrumentally significant to its speakers-a
significance that should be taken into account in building the American
case. Though context matters to the appropriate resolution of a given lan
guage controversy, the rich and extensive literature that addresses the lan
guage questions of societies such as Canada and Spain will help illuminate
the relationship between linguistic pluralism and politics and the law, even
for an American writer primarily concerned with multilingualism in the
United States.3"
By exploring and then challenging the traditional terms of language
rights debates-that such rights are group rights inconsistent with an as
similationist national identity-I attempt to dismantle the conceptual
30.
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31.
language
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assumptions thatmake it possible forAmericans to conclude that language
rights have no real place in our law. At the same time, I seek to demon
strate that fluid conceptions of participation available tomultiethnic socie
ties formed largely through immigration, like the United States, can
improve themediation of language diversity in countries populated by na
tional minorities with strong historical claims to special status. This
Article, in other words, sets out a generalizable framework for thinking
about language diversity and its relationship to democracy.
In Part I of this Article, I explore the remedial thrust of the language
law and policy of various legal systems around the world, including the
United States, and establish why an alternative account must be developed.
In Part II, I elaborate the participatory alternative. I explain the value of
participation and identify the spheres of social life with which the partici
patory account should be concerned, establishing why we should prefer a
multilingual rather thanmonolingual account of participation. I confront
the claim thatmultilingualism produces social balkanization. In so doing, I
address what I consider to be themost trenchant criticism of culture-based
politics-that multicultural theories promote group survival, which in turn
prevents groups from evolving and individuals from escaping the group
identities theymight prefer to abandon. I argue that language, as a cultural
characteristic, is sufficiently flexible to ensure that different groups retain
the ability and incentive to interactwith one another in society's most im
portant institutions, despite the persistence of multiple languages in a
community. Embracing bilingualism in individuals andmultilingualism in
society will make real, rather than thwart, this possibility. I conclude, in
Part III, by considering theUnited States as a case study, outlining a set of
participatory practices for several American institutions-governmental
bureaucracies, the workplace, and public schools. I suggest how the law
that structures these institutions should be shaped, insofar as language is
concerned, to accomplish participatory objectives. Through this discussion,
it becomes clear that our participatory account should be multilingual
rather thanmonolingual.
Throughout this Article, I draw on the existing terms of language
rights discourse. The term language rights may be unfamiliar to many
readers in theUnited States. Within academic and policy discussions, one
school of thought regards language rights qua language rights as guaran
tees to specific language groups-guarantees such as the right to public
education delivered in one's mother tongue, or the right to use one's native
language in court proceedings. Under Canadian law, language rights have
this meaning, as they belong only to Francophones and Anglophones and
protect the right to use one's mother tongue in certain contexts. On the
other hand, the concept of language rights also could be understood to refer
not to substantive rights, per se, but to the means necessary to protect
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generally applicable rights in circumstances involving languageminorities.
The due process right to translation in criminal proceedings represents the
classic example of this formulation. Providing such translation is a neces
sary part of protecting non-culture-specific, due process rights. Though this
distinction may be important to the existing literature on language rights, it
is ancillary tomy project here. I am concerned with the impact of language
difference on social institutions. I therefore use the term "language rights"
in a more general sense-as a term that encompasses both the right to use
the language of one's choice in certain contexts, as well as the interpreta
tion of non-culture-specific rights in a manner that takes into account the
linguistic and cultural dimensions of those rights.32
I
LANGUAGE RIGHTS AS REMEDY

Both scholarly and political discourses on language rights have been
influenced considerably by a dichotomy commonly drawn between two
different types of minorities: national minority groups with historical pres
ence in a nation-state, and minority groups formed as the result of immi
gration. This dichotomy has facilitated the rise of a kind of orthodoxy,
which holds that language rights as substantive rights belong primarily to
the former.Whereas statesmay be obligated to support the preservation of
once-threatened languages, immigrants,who by definition lack a historical
relationship to the nation-state, are entitled to nothing more than assimila
tion to the dominant language on fair terms.
Language rights, under this formulation, serve as a kind of compensa
tion or remedy for a nation's past attempts to destroy or suppress the cul
ture of a national minority group. The language rights regimes of various
societies around theworld reflect this conceptualization. In parts of Europe
and in Canada, for example, language rights constitute substantive rights
that belong to particularminority groups, such as Catalans or French Que
beckers. These rights function to ensure their survival as groups, in the
wake of a history of oppression or semi-coerced assimilation. In theUnited
States, by contrast, a conception of language rights as substantive rights
does not really exist. Though national minorities are present in theUnited
States, we frame the language question as a matter of transitioning non
English speaking immigrants, on fair terms, into a monolingual main
stream. To the extent that language conflict arises, the law channels that
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conflict through generally applicable antidiscrimination protections, and
provides limited support for linguistic interests other than the interest in
learning English.33
In this Part, I conclude that the remedial approach focused on ensuring
minority group survival requires too much of the state and the public. At
the same time, the promise made to immigrants of assimilation on fair
terms requires too little. This conclusion need not lead to a rejection of the
national minority paradigm and the corresponding remedial imperative
completely. Both constructs, after all, will be quite relevant to protecting
the interests of historically subordinated national minority groups and to
securing the conditions for their survival. Rather, the limitations of the re
medial conception underscore the need for an alternative vision of the in
terests of language minorities-an
alternative I offer in Part II. To make
this necessity clear, I consider how regimes designed to secure the survival
of national minorities have evolved, why a robust conception of language
rights has not emerged in theUnited States, and why the national minority
paradigm requires reformulation.
A.

Remediation, Revival, and National Minorities

The remedial conception of language rights builds upon the assump
tion that national minorities-groups
such as French-speaking Quebeckers
and Catalan speakers in Spain-are entitled to linguistic recognition and
resuscitation of their once-suppressed or threatened languages.34 In socie
ties with a history of such suppression, the evolution to a liberal, tolerant
system of government historically has required a form of culture-based
recognition as compensation for this past treatment. National minority
groups' claims for recognition usually have taken shape as demands for
equality of status, or for the declaration of co-official status for their lan
guage at some level of government.35 In some cases, the claims for recogni
tion have been presented as demands for role reversal-for the once
threatened language to be heavily favored over the once-dominant lan
guage.36 Because the minority language in question in many cases is
emerging from an era of clandestine use, or a period of significant
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assimilation, even claims to equality have required considerable preferen
tial treatmentof theminority language.37
The policies of Spain, Latvia, and Canada reflect this commitment to
language revival. Spanish law,38 for example, recognizes Spain's minority
languages as national heritage languages that should be protected and pre
served.39This commitment acknowledges their historical marginalization
dating back to the nineteenth century and to Francisco Franco's repression
of minority languages during his decades of rule in the twentieth century.
Similarly, the Soviet Union's Russification policies in Latvia have been
invoked to justify a language law that aggressively promotes Latvian as the
state's official language at the expense of the Russian minority within the
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new state.40InCanada, the equal status given to the Francophone minority
and the constitutional and statutory rights that stem from that status
emerged in response to concern for the erosion of Francophone culture and
power. In all three cases, however, the focus on revival has generated new
forms of language conflict and exerted pressure on minorities within
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minorities, such as Castilian speakers in Catalonia, Russian speakers in
Latvia, andAnglophones inQuebec.
In Spain, in particular, the constitution makes a commitment to de
fending the nation's linguistic heritage,4"but it declares Castilian the offi
cial

and

language42

delegates

responsibility

for

protecting

minority

languages to the nation's autonomous regions.43 Indeed, the language ques
tion in Spain coincides with the country's particular version of federalism,
or the devolution of political power to Spain's so-called autonomous com
munities." While this arrangementmay make structural sense for Spain, it
is not without potential difficulties. First, it puts the languageminority at a
distinct disadvantage in relation to Castilian speakers, because the ar
rangement means that Catalan and other recognized minority languages
have no real status throughout Spain.45Second, because only Castilian has
official status in the country as awhole, the arrangement provides a consti
tutional justification for Castilian speakers to eschew bilingualism in re
gions where a second language has official status alongside Castilian.46
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At the same time, the lack of federal support for the language revival
creates potential problems for non-Catalan speakers living in Catalonia.
The autonomous community has a distinct incentive to favor official mono
lingualism at the sub-state level, in the interest of giving theminority re
vival as much support as possible. Indeed, the 1998 language reform, with
its emphasis on promoting the social, commercial, judicial, artistic, politi
cal, and financial use of Catalan, has proven controversial for its seemingly
exclusive preference for Catalan.47The legislation attempts tomake Cata
lan not just a language of normal usage, but the predominant language in
the public and social spheres. As scholars have emphasized, the 1998 law
makes Catalan the language of all Catalonian institutions, from the schools,
to political parties and unions, to private institutions operating in the public
interest.48Though Spaniards have associated the Catalan revival closely
with the development of post-Franco Spanish democracy, liberal critics
recently have protested that Catalonia's language policies, by promoting
ethnolinguistic democracy, are anti-democratic.49The Castilian minority in
Catalonia may be themost directly disadvantaged by this preference, but
the Catalan national minority group might also be disserved. The prefer
ence not only diminishes the incentive to learn and use the quite useful and
more widespread Castilian language,50 it also fosters a potentially divisive
ethnicity-based politics.
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In comparison with Catalonia, the Baltic states' language policies
highlight the dangers posed by laws focused primarily on revival to an
even greater degree. The resurrection of Latvian as a public language has
taken place in circumstances politically distinct from the revival of Spain's
minority languages. After the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the entity
responsible for the suppression of Latvian ceased to exist. Latvia's post
independence policies to establish Latvian hegemony, therefore, have not
been in tension with the language policy of a central authority run by a lin
guistically dominant majority. In 1988, before independence, Latvia rees
tablished Latvian as its official language, but nonetheless retained certain
"special rights" for Russian speakers. But in 1992, free from Soviet over
sight, Latvia eliminated those rights and began a newly aggressive promo
tion of Latvian.5"These changes in the law seemed to ignore the fact that
more than 30% of the population remained tied to the Russian language.
Today, the Russian minority continues to be a social force to be reckoned
with.52 This experience thus underscores that reformulating institutions to
promote the survival of the once-oppressed language creates new opportu
nities for language conflict.
Finally, Canada's language regime centers around a similar focus on
language revival. In contrast to Spain and Latvia, authoritarian suppression
of theminority language has not defined relations between Canada's two
major language groups, perhaps with the exception of populations in the
Western provinces.53 The Francophone minority, instead, has faced
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socioeconomic inequalities and themore benign threat of assimilation into
the dominant Anglophone culture.54Moreover, in negotiating the terms of
the public revival of the French language, Canada has opted for an institu
tional model that stands, inmany ways, as a counterpoint to the Spanish
system. The 1982 Charter of Rights and Freedoms declares French and
English to have equal status throughout Canada and obligates federal au
thorities across the country to promote that status.55Yet, despite its differ
ences from the Spanish system, Canada's contemporary language rights
regime reflects a similar concern with addressing the demands of a group
with a particular historical relationship to the nation-state and imposes
some of the same costs. For example, the emphasis on resuscitation of
French as a public language results in policies that sometimes obscure the
interests of the Anglophone minority within the Francophone region of
Quebec.56
I do not, of course, mean to suggest that these language regimes have
taken shape as they have without good reason. In fact, to promote equality
and stability generally, itmay be necessary to permit the preferences de
scribed in these examples-at least until the once-dominated language has
been revived to the point of stability, or the point atwhich the threat of as
similation has receded.57But the point of stability will be difficult to iden
tify.More significantly, once it has been reached, a remedial conception of
language rights, focused as it is on reviving a particularminority, provides
little guidance with respect to how to treatminorities within the national
minority, who may not want to assimilate.58 Finally, and perhaps most
the bicultural
to a secondary
See
54.

of the country as a whole,"
id. at 69, factors which
threatened to consign
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id.
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importantly, the idea of revival does not address the linguistic challenges
presented by immigration, which is a highly relevant phenomenon for
many societies with large national minorities, including Spain and Canada.
Indeed, the development of language politics inCanada, as a two-language
question, renders the Canadian system incapable of accounting for the po
tentially valid claims and interests of minority groups other than
Francophones.59We require something more.
B.

Remediation andAntidiscrimination

Language diversity long has been a defining feature of the United
States' demography, and language conflict therefore has appeared through
out American history. The American legal system has not ignored the lin
guistic interests of non-English speakers, but, in contrast to Europeans and
Canadians, Americans have not addressed this conflict by making a strong
national commitment to the survival of particular language minorities.
Though the population of the United States always has included groups
that fit the definition of national minority-Native
Americans, Mexican
Americans in the Southwest, Puerto Ricans, andHawaiians-the
law either
has treated them as special cases or elided their linguistic interests. Our
legal system's basic approach to language difference, instead, enlists the
immigrant seeking assimilation on nondiscriminatory terms to serve as the
paradigm case.60 For reasons that I will explain, this approach does not
generate a sufficiently substantive account of multilingualism. But the re
sponse to this inadequacy should not be to adopt the survivalist impulse
reflected in the national minority paradigm. Instead, the inadequacies of
that paradigm, particularly for a society like ours whose language diversity
has resulted in substantialmeasure from immigration, underscore the need
for an alternative to extant conceptions of language rights. But before an
alternative account can be developed, we must understand the American
system inmore detail.
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Courts and lawmakers in the United States have tended to view lan
guage difference in transitional and antidiscrimination terms and have fo
cused on ensuring that non-English speakers receive adequate resources to
overcome language barriers. The law relies on antidiscrimination language
to frame this form of assistance and sometimes regards the failure to ac
commodate a non-English-speaking minority as discrimination on the basis
of race or national origin. But once the language barrier has been over
come, the language minority ceases to have legal status as a language mi

nority.
More specifically, since the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
American law has recognized the linguistic interests of non-English speak
ers by requiring that certain institutions affirmatively assist them. In 1974,
for example, the Supreme Court held that a public school's failure to ad
dress its students' language barriers potentially constituted national origin
discrimination, essentially concluding that Title VI guarantees a "right" to
learnEnglish in the public schools.6' Though the continuing validity of this
holding is in doubt for reasons unrelated to the specific rights of language
minorities,62 the case and subsequent congressional regulations reflect a
commitment to protecting non-English speakers' interests through antidis
crimination law.63Even more recently, in the waning days of the Clinton
administration, theDepartment of Labor published policy guidelines clari
fying its position on the obligations of recipients of federal financial assis
tance to accommodate "persons with limited English proficiency" in the
workplace.64 The memorandum accompanying the executive order framed
the guidelines as enforcing the prohibition on national origin discrimina
tion in Title VI.65 Similarly, guidelines of the Equal Employment
414 U.S. 563 (1974).
See Lau v. Nichols,
Since 1974, the Court has declared Title VI

61.

to be coterminous with the Equal Protection
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demonstrated
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Opportunity Commission interpreting Title VII treat English-only work
place rules imposed by employers on employees as potential instances of
national origin discrimination.66
On the one hand, though these administrative efforts are couched in
the formal language of national origin and antidiscrimination, they target
for improvement the status of languageminorities, and they are accommo
dationist in nature. These policies require public entities to structure their
institutions tomake linguistic space for language minorities.67 At the same
time, the assistance is designed to enable minorities' transition to the Eng
lish-speaking mainstream, not to recognize any substantive linguistic
rights. Language minorities qua language minorities have no status under
antidiscrimination law. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 does not include lan
guage in its list of protected classes, and the Supreme Court has declined to
recognize language as a suspect classification in Fourteenth Amendment
jurisprudence.68Courts thus treat the question of language discrimination
as a form of potential racial or national origin discrimination. The general
consequence of this framing is that language minorities receive the protec
tion of the antidiscrimination laws only in circumstances in which their
status seems immutable. And courts consider language to be immutable
only until the ability to speak English has been acquired.
This formulation is apparent in the cases examining whether an em
ployer's English-only policy, or rule that non-English languages may not
be spoken in the workplace, violates Title VII. Many courts facing Title
v. Mun. Ct., 838 F.2d 1031, 1045 (9th Cir. 1988),
of Title VI. See also Gutierrez
potential violations
vacated as moot, 490 U.S.
rules [that] generally have an
1016 (1989) (striking down "English-only
on protected
and ordinarily
constitute
adverse
conditions
of
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employment").
66.
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VII challenges to such rules have concluded, despite EEOC regulations to
the contrary, that they do not have a disparate impact on bilingual employ
ees, even thoughworkers who speak no English at all might have colorable
claims.69 The implication of these holdings is twofold. First, the courts
seem open to the idea that English-only rules might harm a non-English
speaker; his linguistic identity is constructively immutable, because at the
time of the rule's imposition his inability to speak English cannot be al
tered. Second, the courts have concluded that even if English-only rules
disproportionately affect English-speaking national origin minorities, the
impact they experience is not legally cognizable. In other words, whatever
harms they feel do not constitute the harms policed by Title VII. The bilin
gual can choose which language to speak, and his identity is thereforemu
table. Knowledge of English reflects the fact that a language barrier has
been crossed; the process of assimilation removes the protection of the law.
I discuss themerits of these conclusions in Part JJJ,70
but ifwe assume
in
of
than
that the suppression
languages other
English
public spaces is
cause for concern, the current law's treatment of the issue offers an inade
quate framework. Reliance on antidiscrimination law to channel language
related issues has stymied the development of a complete understanding of
the social significance of language, or an understanding that reaches be
yond the language minority's interest in acquiring the dominant language.
Because the antidiscrimination justifications for accommodationist policies
are not connected to a substantive conception of the social status of lan
guage, our policy discourse is impoverished.
Put slightly differently, reliance on the language of race discrimina
tion to justify language accommodation distorts the terms of the policy de
bate. Framing language accommodation as a response to race
discrimination makes it difficult to justify language policy to lawmakers
who understand language and race to be distinct phenomena. Moreover, the
role that language plays in social life is difficult to squarewith the constitu
tional doctrines that have emerged to assess racial classifications. As hu
man interaction must occur in language, it is impossible to resolve the
language question by concluding that the state can be blind to that charac
teristic, particularly when speakers of multiple languages populate the pub
lic sphere. Whereas American equal protection law revolves around the

69.
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is multi-lingual
elects to
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618
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principle that race has no inherent relevance to a person's capacity to par
ticipate in social life, language, with its behavioral and social characteris
tics, shapes that very capacity. As a result, linguistic diversity cannot be
deemed a purely private or personal phenomenon, as one might character
ize certain aspects of culture or religion. Relying conceptually on a body of
law that rejects the social significance of race is counterproductive to a pol
icy discourse thatmust fully embrace language difference, whether the de
sired end is monolingualism or multilingualism.72 We may reach the
ultimate conclusion that the public sphere should be monolingual. But that
conclusion cannot be based reasonably on the assumption that the speaking
of language is amatter of purely private concern.
Rethinking theRemedial Paradigm

C.

Inmany ways, the American approach to language difference stands
in sharp contrast to the language regimes of other constitutional democra
cies. The latter guarantee substantive rights to secure the interests and sur
vival of national minorities. National minorities do exist in the United
States. But our language rights discourse revolves around the transitional
interests of immigrants and the importance of their rapid acquisition of
English-language skills. Despite this core difference, however, all of the
systems I have discussed share a basic assumption: the cultural interests of
national minorities and immigrants are distinguishable. This distinction,
which I call the "national minority paradigm," embodies a powerful im
pulse that pervades national and international law73alike-the impulse to
distinguish between the historically present minority and the new arrival.
Whereas the linguistic culture of the former is to be preserved, members of
the lattergroupmust assimilate.74
In this Section, I challenge the presumption that substantive language
rights belong only to particular national minorities andmake clear why the
72.
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linguistic interests of non-national minorities should be the subject of a
theory of language difference. I do not claim that we should discard the
national minority paradigm, for it provides a useful means of cabining
claims to territorial sovereignty, self-determination, andminority-run insti
tutions. Furthermore, national minorities and immigrants do have different
interests and are differently positioned in relation to the nation-state.75 In
stead, in challenging the national minority/immigrant dichotomy, I empha
size that immigrants often have cultural interests that resemble those of
national minorities. I therefore seek to discredit the idea that language
rights discourse has no place inU.S. law and to demonstrate a need for a
conception of language rights different than either of the ones just ex

plored.
The national minority paradigm requires rethinking for at least three
reasons. First, at the core of the distinction between immigrants and na
tionalminorities rests an oversimplified assumption about human agency
that immigrants have chosen to abandon their culture of origin. As one
scholar has framed it, immigrants are cultural minorities as a result of
choices they have made, and they therefore have "no right-based claim
to . . . [the] protection of] their heritage culture."76As Will Kymlicka ex
plains, "National minorities have resisted integration and fought to main
tain or rebuild their own societal culture, while immigrants have accepted
the expectation they will integrate into the dominant societal culture."77
Indeed, themajor immigrant countries of theWest, including the United
States, have managed over the past 150 years to integrate extraordinary
numbers of immigrantswithout substantial risk to their stability or national
unity. This reality reflects a strong historical tendency toward integration,
as well as acceptance by immigrants that theymust integrate into the domi
nant culture.78
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The simplicity of this claim has a certain resonance, and the process
of migration, when viewed from a distance, does suggest that assimilation
is inexorable. But the cultural reality of immigration is farmore compli
cated than an abstracted sense of history permits us to see. It has become
commonplace to note that various factors, sometimes referred to as a
"push-pull" dynamic, lead people to migrate to countries like the United
States. These factors include economic necessity, war and persecution, the
desire for greater educational or professional opportunities, or the failure of
migrants' own states to provide the conditions for living a meaningful
life.79Migration is also often a function of a "history of prior contact be
tween sending and receiving societies.'80 This feature of migration sug
gests not only that the receiving society has participated in some way in the
conditions that generated themigration, but also thatmigration is not gen
erally about abandonment. Immigrants cannot but be aware that cultural
dislocation awaits them, but theymay also expect to find family members
and culturally and linguistically familiar communities in receiving socie
ties. In fact, studies document migrants' tendency to gravitate to particular
places in receiving societies because of the social networks that exist there
to support them.81
Migrants ultimately conceive of their relationship with the host soci
ety in a wide variety of ways.82 A growing academic literature documents
that immigrants to countries like the United States increasingly forge
"transnational ties," or live a "transnational lifestyle." They act with the
intention of "participat[ing] in the political and economic lives of their
homelands, even as they are incorporated into their host societies."83Con
tributing to this phenomenon, "homeland" societies facilitate the retention
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of dual identity through a variety of legalmechanisms that enable migrants
to remain political participants in their countries of origin.84
Ultimately, the phenomenon of migration is too complex to advance
any single conclusion aboutmigrants' intent. Indeed, given the changes in
migration patterns noted in Part I,85the rapid assimilation story that charac
terized the German, Italian, and Jewish immigrations to theUnited States
may turn out to be historically anomalous, and not the paradigm case.86 In
other words, immigrants today more closely resemble national minorities
in their expectations than they do their predecessors of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. What ismore, as Kymlicka suggests, itwas
not until the post-civil rights era that a culture of tolerance that permitted
difference to flourish prevailed inNorth America87-a political culture that
changes the terms of immigrants' arrival by making it easier for them to
retain a connection to their cultures of origin than in the past. If we shift
our frame of reference from the borders of the United States to a more
global perspective-a shift in orientation called for because of changes in
trade and labor relations-then today's immigrants stand similarly posi
tioned to the groups conventionally described as national minorities. The
claim that immigrants ought to assimilate may still be valid. But that claim
cannot be based on a foundation of consent.
The second reason to reconsider the national minority paradigm stems
from the universal salience of linguistic identity. Even those systems that
ground language rights on a concept of historical desert also elaborate the
content of those rights in terms of the universally applicable attributes of
language. Take Canada as an example. On the one hand, to define the lan
guage regime's scope, Canadian courts and politicians frequentlymake the
claims thatAnglophones and Francophones constitute Canada's "founding
people," and that the very concept of language rights arose from the politi
cal compromise that formed the confederation.88 The Canadian Charter's
declaration of equal status for French and English supports the idea that
language rights recognize these two groups' status as original, founding,
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historically entrenched people.89 This historical justification has emerged
alongside a discourse of stability and national unity.90The argument that
language rights have emerged to solidify a political compromise has led the
Supreme Court of Canada to find that language rights "lack the universal
ity, generality and fluidity of basic rights resulting from the rules of natural
justice,"'" precisely because they represent a narrowly defined set of spe
cific provisions created to give legitimacy to a political reconciliation.92
At the same time, the court, despite its emphasis of the founding mo
ment, has acknowledged that language rights function as mechanisms of
reconciliation only because they embody an appreciation of language's
value to individuals and groups.93Language rights amount tomore than a
simple set of clearly defined prescriptions articulated in a constitutional
compromise; they embody a concept with evolving content. Defining the
scope of language rights has required the court to interpret them in light of
the role language plays in the creation of individual and group identity
generally, not just in the context of theAnglo-Franco political bargain. The
that
Supreme Court of Canada has emphasized
repeatedly
"[language ... colours the content andmeaning of expression" and serves
as the vehicle for expression of individual identity.94Members of the court
have drawn a connection between the language one speaks and the process
of human development, emphasizing that language "bridges the gap be
tween isolation and community, allowing humans to delineate the rights
and duties they hold in respect of one another, and thus to live in society."95

.See Part I of the Constitution
Act,
1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982, ch. 11
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Though
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Under this view, the reason language rights offer a viable means
through which to secure political compromises is that they acknowledge
the fundamental role language plays in creating and sustaining social ties,
and they incorporate a core feature of a group's cultural practices into the
constitutional foundations of the nation. As Canadian scholar C. Michael
Macmillan explains, the importance of language rights "depends on the
place of language in the daily life and self-definition of the cultural com
munity."96 Though these rights are not "supremely sacred," they resemble
fundamental human rights in important respects and have significance for
language groups "that goes beyond the historical particularity of
'compromise rights."'97The conclusion that immigrants can expect to rec
reate their cultural practices only informally, or without institutional sup
port,98 coheres with the liberal rhetoric of neutrality.99But it is in tension
with what I take to be multicultural theory's key contribution to the liberal
perspective-that cultural affiliations are relevant to people's abilities to
find theirway to the good life and tomake complete political and social
choices.100This understanding of culture applies no less to immigrants than
to long-entrenched national minorities. This catholicity underscores the
limitations of grounding language rights in long-standing territorial or his
torical claims.
A tension thus exists between this universalistic, dignitary conception
of the significance of language and the equation of language rights with
groups possessing a particular historical pedigree.101 Even in societies
where the national minority paradigm cannot be escaped, it seems that cul
ture-based rights, to be meaningful, must be justified in light of the nature
of culture and its relationship to participation in social life, not just as the
result of a hierarchy based on historical presence.102Put slightly differently,
(Bastarache,

J.) (citing Ass

dissenting)).
96.
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Id.
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whereas a group's status as a national minority clearly has political signifi
cance,"03this status has limitedmoral significance. The status does not enti
tle national minorities to any greater respect of their cultural interests than
would be owed to them as culture-bearing individuals. Historical realities
may shape the form that equal respect takes, or the specific institutional
responses a system adopts tomanage cultural controversies, but they do not
provide moral justification for limiting the respect to national minorities.
Injecting a universalistic ethos into the effort to accommodate language
differences "does not necessarily exclude consideration of historical condi
tions, but it refocuses such consideration into a larger assessment of the
requirements for the present-day realization of human values."104Under
this view, history becomes a useful resource for crafting politically viable
policies, not a reason for according recognition to a group's language in the
first instance.
The final reason to rethink the distinction drawn between immigrant
societies and societies populated by national minorities is that these socie
ties are often one and the same. In theUnited States, for example, national
minorities always have been a part of the population. To be sure, the socio
linguistic consensus holds that communities of non-English speakers in the
United States are fed more by present-day immigration than by "language
maintenance" among national minority populations.105But the presence of
national minorities is inescapable. Native Americans, in particular, have
acute linguistic interests, as many of their surviving languages face extinc
tion.106In many cases, national minorities are not distinguishable from
citizens
contradict
103.
Trudeau
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additional
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immigrants. In theUnited States, for example, immigration is not the sole
source of the Latino population. The Southwest was Mexico until the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of 1850, and the current "Mexican Ameri
can" populations of the region have inhabited their territory since long be
fore statehood. These groups legitimately qualify as entrenched national
minorities. Similarly, Puerto Ricans in the United States are not immi
grants; since the early twentieth century, they have been natural-born citi
zens. The complicated commonwealth status imposed on Puerto Rico by a
trade between colonial powers (albeit a status Puerto Ricans now generally
accept as a compromise between independence and statehood) justifies
treating Puerto Ricans living on the island as a nation within the United
States. Puerto Ricans living in the fifty states thus represent a kind of na
tional subgroup with historically based claims to linguistic and cultural
rights.'07And, as noted at the outset, the uniquely ongoing nature of pre
sent-day immigration serves to "refresh" the ethnic identities of minorities
living in the United States, highlighting the artificiality of distinguishing
between the types of minorities thatmake up cultural subcommunities in
theUnited States.'08
At the end of the day, the United States should move beyond the na
tionalminority paradigm because it privileges the less compelling justifica
tion for language-based claims, not because national minorities do, in fact,
live within the boundaries of the nation. The value of language and culture
to the individual can be articulated in universal terms, underscoring that the
language-based claims of groups formed largely through recent migration
have an inescapable legitimacy. Rethinking the national minority paradigm
along these lines will help ensure that the concept of "language rights" re
mains capable of responding to the evolution of language groups, whether
national minority or immigrant-based.
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Moving in this universalistic direction need not mean that we must
accord all language groups equal status in all circumstances, nor would it
preclude declaring some groups' claims more compelling than others. It
may well be that immigrants, as a group, have been andwill continue to be
less inclined to fight for the long-term survival of their cultural communi
ties than national minorities.109 The strong assimilationist narrative accord
ing to which immigrants come to societies like the United States seeking
cultural transformation may be based on a crude understanding of con
sent.110But the sociological data describing the linguistic assimilation of
immigrants discussed above suggests that we should take seriously a
weaker version of the assimilation narrative.111Indeed, the history of Ger
man immigrants, whose language and culture were once pervasive in the
United States,112demonstrates that the cultural issues associated with im
migration work themselves out over two or three generations, whether we
pursue an assimilationist or an accommodationist language policy.113
But even if immigrants are less likely to fight for cultural survival
than national minorities, the language question in a society like theUnited
States should not be seen as a purely transitional one. Steady immigration
makes bilingualism a cross-generational social phenomenon by ensuring
that the foreign-born and their immediate descendants will be present for
the foreseeable future, even though a given family line may assimilate
completely within three to four generations and become English dominant
within only two. Efforts to address our present demography should not be
skewed by the assumption that, in a century's time, Spanish or commonly
spoken Asian languages will be asmarginal in theUnited States as German
is today.
Relying on the national minority paradigm to frame the issue of lan
guage rights results in a worldview where assimilation represents the only
implau
option for immigrants, because its opposite-self-government-is
sible. But this framework ignores the possibility that existing legal and so
cial institutions can be transformed to create a public sphere that
recognizes a variety of cultural identities. The proliferation of market
provided services andmedia outlets in languages other thanEnglish across
109.
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the United States, and the spectacle of politicians scrambling to inject
Spanish into campaign speeches, suggest that public culture can sustain
varied linguistic turns-that it can, in fact, be linguistically transformed. In
the end, the national minority paradigm simply cannot account for the vari
ety of speech communities that any given multilingual society must gov
ern, because the linguistic profiles of this country and others are more
diverse than the national minority paradigm suggests.
D.

Final Thoughts on Remediation

Both conceptions of language rights outlined in this Part will play an
important role in any language rights discourse. Survivalism represents a
necessary response to historical relationships and circumstances, and the
transitional approach, supported by a general antidiscrimination impera
tive, will perform a useful integrative function inmultilingual democracies,
like theUnited States, that receive large-scale immigration. Itmay be that a
combination of these two principles will be adequate for managing lan
guage-related conflict by giving themost vocal languageminorities institu
tions of their own, protecting minorities within minorities through laws that
prohibit deliberate forms of discrimination or oppression, and ensuring that
language difference is not a permanent barrier to integration. But these re
medial ideas, while necessary, are limited as organizational principles for a
multilingual society.
The dominant, survivalist approach to language rights is limited by its
inability to deal with the linguistic consequences of immigration. It results
in an incomplete appreciation of the linguistic interests of immigrants in
societies dominated by historical struggles between long-standing national
minority groups. Indeed, it has little or nothing to offer on the subject of
general bilingualism, as opposed to bilingualism in the state's official or
dominant languages, which is a key issue in polyglot, immigrant societies
such as theUnited States, Canada, or the European Union. Because it looks
backward for its raison d'etre, the remedial objective tends to ignore the
emergence of new linguistic groups and the changing character of existing
groups, and it does not account for themultilingualism that remains once
the goals of survivalism have been achieved. A remedial principle focused
on ensuring that language minorities acquire skills in the dominant lan
guage does not specify how an institution should respond to inescapable
multilingualism in its population that will nonetheless persist. What is
more, the basic claim that all people should be free from language-based
discrimination assumes an essential connection between cultural identity
and human dignity that calls for forms of affirmative recognition. The par
ticipatory approach I offer in Part II thus reorients language policy to ac
count for the linguistic interests that fall outside the parameters of the
various remedial rationales identified above.
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II
LANGUAGE AND PARTICIPATION

Itmay make sense as a structuralmatter to think of language differ
ence in terms of how it affects interactions among people, but why moti
vate people to participate at all? Inmy view, the experience of participation
in a collective social endeavor has both social and personal benefits.
Through interaction and cooperation with others, people become socially
invested, because they acquire a sense of ownership over the institutions
that govern their activities and a stake in the long-term viability of those
institutions.114
Moreover, participation in civic life gives rise to a sense of
control over one's destiny and the destiny of one's children by giving indi
viduals voice in the institutions that inevitably shape that destiny. In fram
ing participation in this manner, I take certain cues from theories of
democracy that emphasize experimentation and collaboration. Under such
frameworks, it is through organization and social action, or by thinking and
working together, that the concept of individual autonomy acquires mean
ing, and self-realization becomes possible."15Additionally, experimental
forms of organization and active collaboration among social actors teach
problem solving and therefore promote learning.'16In developing a partici
patory approach to language difference, then, I focus on how tomotivate
and facilitate participation in amanner that adds experimental and dynamic
energy to institutions while leaving individuals with autonomy over mat
ters of deep personal concern.
At first glance, encouraging participation might seem to require pro
motion of a common language for the sake of communication. After all,
effective participation depends on many of the virtues that advocates of
rapid linguistic assimilation extol; under their view, deliberation, the crea
tion of a common political identity, and social mobility all depend on the
possibility of communication in a common language.'17 If we adopt this
assumption, itmight seem appropriate to emphasize the instrumental as
pects of language and converge on a monolingual policy, rather than a
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multilingual policy that takes account of the cultural value of particular
mother tongues to individuals or social subgroups. Certainly scholars of
language conflict have observed that the typical human response to the
"Babel of languages" is to "carve out a space inwhich only 'our' language
is spoken""'

in a quest

for a homogeneity

to easy

conducive

communica

tion.
But the need for amultilingual account of participation, which seems
counterintuitive at first glance, becomes obvious upon frither analysis. To
establish this claim, I begin from the premise that an adequate theory of
democratic participation for a large and dizzyingly diverse society like the
United States must be based on principles of decentralization. In taking this
approach to participation, I contemplate not only decentralization accord
ing to a federalist design of some sort, but also the decentralization of our
perspective from governmental institutions to themid-level social and cul
tural institutions that structuremost people's daily lives, such as the public
schools and theworkplace.119
Decentralization, in the first, federalist sense, represents a time
honored mechanism for channeling conflict and diversity of all types, as
well as for enhancing the responsiveness of government to the concerns of
the people. In a large, heterogeneous society, decentralization makes prag
matic sense, because it allows decision making about diversity to be maxi
mally responsive to changing circumstances and preferences across the
population. The popularity of culture-based devolution in other parts of the
world and federalism in theUnited States both reflect this intuition.120
I carry the idea of decentralization an important step further by focus
ing on interaction in social institutions, rather than on participation at high
levels of government. As theorists of participatory democracy explain, for
democracy to thrive, participation must be understood broadly to include
the sites of true social engagement.121Participation in high-level national
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institutions is not sufficient to produce a vital democracy. Because our
lives are intimately intertwined with mid-level institutions, such as the
workplace and the public schools, a political system that depends on the
active engagement of the people must be concerned about the nature of
participation in these types of places. The "authority structures" of mid
level institutions, therefore, should function as political systems organized
to provide individuals with the "maximum amount of control over their
own lives and environment."122Giving individuals this kind of control en
courages them to engage with community affairs and to invest in public
institutions and the people those institutions serve.
Once we frame our understanding of participation in this manner,
multilingualism becomes an asset, not a threat, to effective participation.
Respecting and promoting bilingualism in individuals andmultilingualism
in our institutionswill improve the quality of communication and participa
tion in those institutions. This improvement will emerge for instrumental
as well as affective reasons. Instrumentally speaking, participation re
quires communication among social actors in at least three direc
the same
tions: (1) among
individuals within
linguistic
sub
communities; (2) among individuals of different linguistic subcommuni
ties; and (3) between subcommunities and themajority language commu
nity. As I explain below, bilingualism in individuals andmultilingualism in
society iswhat makes this varied communication possible. And as an af
fective matter, the process of weaving different linguistic groups into a po
litical community requires recognition of the emotional associations with
family, heritage, and community that give particular languages value to
their speakers.123A multilingual approach to participation, ultimately, ad
dresses the practical implications of an inescapable demographic reality
and provides a means of managing that reality while still maintaining re
spect for personal preferences.
The Canadian case helps illuminate why embracing linguistic diver
sity promotes participation. Despite being structured around a remedial
paradigm focused on the interests of national minorities, the Canadian
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language rights regime draws as well from a participatory ethic. The lan
guage rights protected by the Charter of Rights and Freedoms of 1980
emerged from a long period of debate in the 1960s and '70s over how best
to elevate the status of Canadian Francophones, who were persistently un
derrepresented in public life and at the top of the socioeconomic ladder.'24
Many of the language rights ultimately included in the Charter, as well as
subsequent federal and provincial statutes, were intended to enhance
Francophones' participation in the institutions of public and social life.
The principle of bilingual enactment, which requires that government
enact all laws in both English and French, gave Francophones a sense of
ownership over the law and the lawmaking process.'25 The bilingualization
of the federal bureaucracy promised tomake government more accessible
to Francophones generally and to ensure that Francophones had equal op
portunity to participate in government work. The right to have one's chil
dren educated in one's mother tongue gave Francophones control over
forms of decision making central to the transmission of their culture from
one generation to the next.'26 These and many other constitutional and
statutory enactments recognized the fact of linguistic pluralism and at
tempted to impose a structure on law and social institutions that would
keep Canada's twomajor language groups socially invested.'27 In so doing,
Canadian reform efforts also embodied a respect for people's personal at
tachments to language and culture, as well as a corresponding recognition
that fostering participation requires acknowledgment of these attach
ments.'28 Today, the guarantees provide a framework for fostering partici
pation in Canadian public life by making government accessible to
Anglophones and Francophones alike.'29
124.
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The Instrumental Case for Multilingualism

The instrumental case for a multilingual account of participation be
gins with the decentralization premise. The decentralized perspective on
participation steals force from themonolingualist's argument, because the
relevant community is no longer a large, national, monolithic one. The lin
guistic spaces most relevant to a discussion of participation become the
variety of public and social spaces that organize the lives of more discrete
communities.130Local and social institutions of course have communica
tive interests and are run, in part, through conversation. Linguistic com
monality will be needed, particularly in places such as New York City,
where the nation's linguistic diversity is replicated on amuch smaller scale
and therefore intensified.'31Yet the interest in communication is not a sin
gle, general interest, but rather a series of interests in different types of
communication-communication
among individuals within subcommuni
ties, among individuals from different communities, and between subcom
munities and the body politic more generally. The goal of a theory of
participation must be to enable people to deliberate and travel in and
among these different spheres of life. Given the complexity of the commu
nicative interest, then, I focus on giving language communities the capacity
to function in two ways: internally and within a larger social context. Un
derstanding communication in thisway will help guarantee that individuals
have access to amultiplicity of associative options.132
1. Multilingualism and Intergroup Communication
For individuals who either do not speak English or maintain a strong
preference for non-English, the existence of minority language communi
ties is vital to their ability to associate with others. For those whose bilin
gualism tends toward preference for English, these subcommunities
nonetheless represent a site with meaningful associative possibilities, either
of dealing on an equal basis with
opportunity
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because of family connections and personal networks, or in light of cultural
preferences. The existence and regular use of certain non-English lan
guages is essential to the well-being of these vital subgroups. Securing a
broad range of associative options for people thus requires embracing
English/non-English bilingualism in individuals and therefore accepting
social multilingualism. Given that these subgroups exist and are important
in a participatory sense, it becomes crucial to determine how to facilitate
intergroup communication. We require resources for dealing with the ab
sence of a universally common language-an absence that is inescapable in
the United States and other diverse societies, whether or not we prefer

monolingualism.
Making such communication possible ultimately depends on the de
velopment of bilingual agents. Through bilingual and multilingual partici
pants, communication can occur across groups. Facilitating the complex
communicative interests of a multilingual society thus requires acknowl
edging that human resources, in the form of individual bilinguals, are both
necessary and worth developing. In other words, human resources in the
form of members of subcommunities exist and can help bridge language
barriers. Even theUnited States Supreme Court has recognized the poten
tial of these resources: "Language permits an individual to express both a
personal identity and membership in a community, and those who share a
common language may interact in ways more intimate than those without
this bond. Bilinguals, in a sense, inhabit two communities, and serve to
bring them closer."133
Promoting bilingualism in individuals thus simultaneously secures for
individuals the linguistic means for social mobility and channels the bridg
ing function bilinguals are uniquely suited to perform by using the lingua
franca of English to link different subcommunities to one another and to a
polyglot mainstream. Indeed, the value of the bridging function extends
beyond our borders. The development of our linguistic capacities as a soci
ety will give theUnited States a competitive edge by connecting the coun
try, through its people, to the rest of theworld.
The affirmative development of bilingualism thus serves an integra
tionist vision, because it unites otherwise disconnected communities.134By
contrast, the public demotion or exclusion of a language through restrictive
official language laws and other means may well encourage language mi
norities to identify with their nondominant language, as opposed to with
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the society's dominant language."35Sociolinguistic research has demon
strated that "intergroup grievances" can foster ethnic identity and language
use.136In light of this possibility, an aggressively monolingual national lan
guage policy in amultilingual nation may well undermine its own best in
tentions. In order to develop the bilingual agents required to facilitate
intergroup communication, then, our preference should be for policies that
enable identification with English andminority languages both.
But facilitating the multidirectional communication described above
requiresmore than the development of bilingual agents. It also depends on
the existence of bilingual institutions. Effective participation depends not
just on facilitating communication among communities, but also on im
proving access to institutions by developing institutional capacity to in
clude non-English speakers. Achieving this objective requires setting up
themeans for interaction, either by providing targeted interpretation, or by
delivering services and conducting business directly in non-English-a
process that depends, naturally, on the development of bilingual agents.
Ensuring access also requires thatwe focus our attention on a broad range
of institutions, such as the local department of motor vehicles, the city
council, the public schools, and the state and federal courts, as well as so
cial institutions, such as theworkplace.
To be sure, the long-term consequences of a commitment to develop
ing bilingual resources are hard to predict. In some cases, the commitment
may lead to the complete assimilation of a group, and in others to the sur
vival of certain subgroups. In themedium term, however, itwill facilitate,
not impede, interaction among society's various social and cultural entities.
Commitment to bilingualism acknowledges the instrumental and cultural
value of the dominant language to speakers of minority languages. At the
same time, it acknowledges that rapid assimilation results in the loss of
important cultural assets.'37Bilingual ability, if embraced, will amplify the
expressive capacities of both the individual and the political community.
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The Instrumental Value of Linguistic Conflict

While a decentralized perspective on participation helps make amulti
lingual public life seem manageable, the presence of multiple language
groups within local and social institutions will nonetheless give rise to lan
guage conflict. Even in a decentralized world, the claims can be made that
cultural homogeneity is necessary to maintain stability and that popular
forms of government require people to organize themselves around a
common language and culture. These claims, however, overlook several
important realities.
As a sociological matter, while multiethnic societies may be inher
ently less stable than homogeneous ones,138a homogeneous United States
would be nearly impossible to achieve in light of immigration patterns.
These patterns underscore that even a restrictive immigration law designed
to increase our cultural homogeneity would not alleviate the pressure ex
erted by themarket forces that propel immigration.139One way to regard
language conflict, then, is as inevitable in a multiethnic society. Because
monolingualism is not an achievable goal from a demographic perspective,
we would be wise to develop the bridging capacity of bilingual agents and
the linguistic capacity of institutions to help ameliorate the inevitable con

flict.
But linguistic diversity is not just inevitable. It is arguably the only
acceptable alternative in a liberal democracy. The social and personal costs
of the forced assimilation required to homogenize the population
curtailing personal autonomy, threatening social isolation, creating culture
based inequalities-would be anathema to basic liberal democratic princi
ples. Perhaps more importantly, linguistic diversity can be instrumentally
valuable in an affirmative sense. Heterogeneity and diversity are crucial to
a political system based on progress through the exchange of ideas, and
recognition of their value should always temper appeals to the value of sta
bility.
The idea that democracy thrives on difference is not a new one. As a
general matter, theorists who take the kind of pragmatic approach to
138.
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democracy outlined above emphasize the value of bringing inevitably con
flicting interests "out into the open," where they can be settled with "the
interest of the widest possible contribution to the interests of all."'40
Though diversity may seem to add intractable complexity to social life,
confronting that diversity in our interactions is ultimately what will make
dealing with the pressures of diversity possible."41What ismore, multiplic
ity in a society forces one to notice that one's own practices-one's
relig
ion, language, and cultural values-are not the only means for living a
"legitimate" life.142This awareness has instrumental value for individuals,
because it can inspire the examination of one's own practices and cus
toms,143thus promoting self-improvement. It also has instrumental value
for the larger social order, because it promotes tolerance and learning.
Language diversity is likely to be particularly productive of this value
enhancing conflict, because the difference that it announces is immediately
obvious to the hearer. Language diversity leads to immediate and challeng
ing confrontation with the unknown.
Under this formulation, politics concerns more than identifying and
proceeding from our points of commonality. It is also about learning to
deal with the strange or unknown through productive embrace, rather than
by destabilizing attempts at suppression.144Indeed, some theorists who de
fine democracy in pragmatic terms deemphasize the elusive common good
in favor of a conception concerned with negotiating power relations to
avoid the domination of one group by others.145Legal rules and public
policies designed to resist the drive toward homogenization and to make
use of the sources of the unknown thus take on a democracy-enhancing
character. Such rules will help preserve the value-enhancing diversity in
herent in a plural society-a value premised on the fact that the cultural
mainstream, in reality,will always be amoving target.'46
The Supreme Court's recent reorientation of affirmative action juris
prudence highlights the notion that diversity can play a positive role in
American social life.147To justify affirmative action policies in the educa
tional context, the Court has shifted from a backward-looking inquiry into
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historical subordination to an aspirational embrace of diversity, emphasiz
ing that diversity in institutions helps secure their legitimacy in the eyes of
all people. Not only does culture-based diversity enhance the vitality of
institutions by injecting human sources of productive debate and conflict, it
also operates as a check on their fairness in light of the fact that they gov
ern themany groups that constitute the body politic. As states and localities
check the power of the central government, diversity as a value empowers
the people to check institutions by ensuring that neither power nor identity
is concentrated in the hands of a single group.
Finally, and relatedly, permitting language conflict tomanifest itself,
rather than trying to suppress it through enforced monolingualism, will
likely reduce conflict in the long run, because itwill promote a fair alloca
tion of cultural burdens among citizens. On the one hand, we could regard
English-only rules as understandable and appropriate attempts by thema
jority in theUnited States to secure control over its own cultural destiny
to resist its own assimilation into a multilingual mainstream. In reality,
however, English-only rules place the burden of linguistic diversity almost
entirely on the shoulders of the linguistic minorities who must assimilate.
They excuse the English-speaking majority from meaningfully participat
ing in the negotiation of societal multilingualism.
A multilingual account of participation, in contrast, spreads the bur
den of linguistic diversity around the population by expecting all people to
tolerate conversations they cannot understand and to struggle with the in
ability to communicate. The inverse of the reasonable American expecta
tion that immigrants learn English is the reasonable social expectation that
non-immigrants bear certain cultural responsibilities of their own. These
responsibilities will include accepting linguistically diverse public spaces.
Requiring this form of acceptance might mean thatmonolingual English
speakers will not understand every conversation had in the public sphere.
Lack of knowledge of another language or culturemight translate into dis
advantage in, say, the labormarket. Multilingualism could create economic
and humanistic incentives for native English speakers to learn something
about minority languages and cultures, imposing a kind of obligation on
the former to engage a cultural world outside their own. But as social
trends change, so should the expectations of native English speakers. A
multilingual account therefore promotes a kind of cultural fairness by mak
ingmajority and minority alike responsible for absorbing the cultural con
sequences of immigration and globalization, and for adjusting to the
presence of one another.
B.

TheAffective Case for Multilingualism

In addition to promising the benefits described above, a multilingual
account of participation in our important public and social institutions is
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more consistent with the aspirations of participatory democracy than a
monolingual account for what I call "affective" reasons. By recognizing
citizenship's cultural dimension, an approach to participation that strives to
recognize and harness multilingualism will inspire loyalty and willingness
to participate. A system that integrates linguistic diversity into its institu
tions will more likely give individuals the sense of control over personal
cultural destiny they typically crave thanwill an approach bent on ridding
institutions of this potential source of cacophony.
1. The Affective Value of Cultural Recognition
Strict state neutrality with respect to the cultural identities of its peo
ple is not widely endorsed, perhaps because of the general impossibility of
achieving it, particularly in the case of language.148The multicultural ver
sion of liberal theory149builds on this reality and demonstrates why liberal
rights should be interpreted as having cultural content. By publicly recog
nizing its people's cultural identities, the state acknowledges that culture
plays a role in creating the preconditions for a participatory democracy by
giving individuals certain goods necessary to individual freedom.150First,
culture gives individuals a "context of choice," which promotes freedom
by giving people a broad range of options for how to live their lives."5'As
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Canadian theorist Charles Taylor explains, we derive the ability to com
municate, or the tools of self-understanding, through our interactions with
others,152a dialogic process that underscores the significance of the cul
tures around us to human development. Second, and perhaps more impor
tantly, cultures provide their members with a sense of belonging.153
Participation in a culture can offer individuals a sense of social security, or
a sense of being connected through practices and traditions to family,
friends, and a community that transcends the here and now. This security
then translates into a sense of self-respect that gives meaning to one's life
choices.154For these reasons, the individual's ability to thrive155depends on
public acknowledgment of his cultural contexts.'56
Groups seeking recognition are not, of course, simply seeking sym
bolic affirmation of their cultures. They also seek status and power. I con
sider in the next Section the different forms this status or power might take.
The point to recognize here, however, is simply that the goods groups of
people typically seek-respect for theirways of life and the power to live
life on their own terms-will require some form of public recognition of
their cultures. This acknowledgment is essential in a democratic society
that values equality as a form of mutual respect.'57
2. Cultural Recognition and the Coercion Critique
The idea of cultural recognition cuts across the grain of several lines
of thought influential in American legal culture. It challenges the strictly
neutral view thatwould leave regard for culture to the sphere of private
choices and associations.'58 As Charles Taylor acknowledges, recognition
educational,
recreational,
religious,
id. at 76, suggesting
that the public

and economic
sphere's

failure

both public and private spheres,"
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to incorporate societal culture in some form should
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challenges "the politics of equal respect []enshrined in a liberalism of
rights" that is "suspicious of collective goals."'159
Recognition also is in ten
sion with theories of cosmopolitanism, according to which human beings
derive meaning not just from their inherited cultures, but also from the
many cultural sources available in a pluralistic society, including the net
works that "transcend national and ethnic boundaries," such as the
"'scientific community" or the "human rights community."'60Critics of cul
ture-based politics insist that ethnic identities represent "voluntary associa
tions,"'61 and that "American ethnic communities .. .are communities
without boundaries, shading off into a residualmass of people who think of
themselves simply as Americans ... [with] no way for the various groups
to prevent or regulate individual crossings."'162Finally, recognition strains
against the prevailing colorblind conception of American civil rights law.
American civil rights discourse long has focused on whether differences
among citizens must be recognized or ignored to achieve equality,163and
the prevailing view holds thatwe aremore likely to treatminorities equally
by ignoring theirminority status, not by "giv[ing] acknowledgment and
status to something that is not universally shared."'164
Each of these forms of opposition to a culture-based politics has var
ied sources and motivations, to be sure. But they all share an important
concern-a general fear of coercion, or theworry that using the law to rec
ognize cultural identitymight result in policies that coerce individuals into
identifying with particular subgroups. The danger of such coercion is at
least twofold. Coercion threatens to isolate and insulate subgroups from the
forces of change,165and it results in the essentialization of minority iden
tity, or the failure to treat individuals as complex, whole people. To some,
Quebec's policy requiring both ethnically Francophone and immigrant par
ents to send their children to French-language schools, leaving
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... wariness
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English-language schools to the children of Anglophones exclusively, ex
emplifies these dangers.'66
Though Quebec's language education policy may cross the line from
freedom-enhancing to coercive, the possibility of such coercion should not
stop us from developing a conception of cultural citizenship compatible
with liberal democratic principles, for the simple reason that group identi
ties matter to individuals. As late twentieth-century trends have demon
strated, cultural groups do not want to transcend their cultural traditions.
Instead, they have clamored to "maintain themselves ... living and
working in their own languages, even as they modernize and liberalize
their historical cultures."'167
Though people may learn from and appreciate
multiple cultures, they remain tied linguistically and behaviorally to par
ticular cultures.'68 Just because groups exert influence over one another's
members through social and political interaction does not mean that those
groups cease to be salient, or that they can no longer be identified and de
scribed. Even where boundaries between cultural communities are loose,
clearly definable ethnic communities and linguistic interests still exist.169
Because individuals find satisfaction in their group identities, groups
can be regarded as legitimate political actors in a system that nonetheless
values individual autonomy. Various theorists have underscored that we
can deal in terms of group identity without trapping individuals in group
dynamics they would prefer to abandon. In his recent work, for example,
Kenji Yoshino holds open the possibility of appreciating "correlations be
tween certain behaviors and certain identities ... without falling into
as part of the attempt to assess and resist the assimilationist
stereotyping" 170
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demands of law and related institutions. In her discussions of the logic of
group conflict, Iris Young recognizes the possibility of understanding
group identity in terms of complex, overlapping affiliations.171 She sug
gests treating intergroup dynamics in terms of a relational logic according
towhich groups are understood not as entirely distinct, but as overlapping
or constituted in relation to one another; they thus shift their attributes and
needs in accordance with salient relations.172This relational logic suggests
that the mainstream into which individuals might gradually assimilate is
not static. Cultural identities constantly reinforce one another through so
cial interaction, even as they provoke each other to evolve.
As others have framed it, in slightly stronger terms, "Membership is a
matter of belonging, not of achievement .... Qualification formembership
More often than not,
is usually determined by nonvoluntary criteria."173
one's mother tongue, like race or ethnicity, is determined by birth and is
not a matter of "individual conscience."'74While one can belong to more
than one group or develop new cultural affiliations over time,most people
are unlikely to escape completely the affiliations that, through home and
school, have shaped them. Culture and language are not so accessible that
we can adopt cultural practices we have neither inherited nor inhabited,
transforming ourselves at will intomembers of a different culture. In the
end, group membership ties individuals to their families and to a set of
shared practices, values, and histories-to a comprehensive human narra
tive that simultaneously embraces and subsumes differences among indi
viduals.175 These realities make the recognition of inherited identities
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inescapably important. 176
Given these insights, ifwe truly aspire to provide
individuals both with meaningful opportunities to control their destinies
and to enjoy a sense of belonging, we cannot ignore how the structures of
public life influence culture and cultural subgroups.
3. Language and theProject of Recognition
The act of incorporating cultural identity into political and legal deci
sionmaking raises a basic definitional difficulty: which cultural practices
should we recognize?177One of the limitations of multicultural theory is its
lack of specificity about what cultural recognition entails. Charles Taylor
provides a partial answer to the question, arguing that not all cultural ex
pressions deserve equal treatment: recognition of the equal worth of all
people need not translate into state endorsement of all cultural practices or
values.178Acknowledging diverse cultural practices as ameans of recogniz
ing equal worth cannot require that we decline to prioritize and thereby
judge those practices by acknowledging some and not others. 179
Inmy view, language offers the ideal focal point on which to center
the project of recognition. Relying on language rights adds a critical affec
tive dimension into participatory politics, while also sidestepping the coer
cion concern expressed by skeptics of the politics of recognition, for two
interrelated reasons. Language is sufficiently valuable to individuals, or
sufficiently "thick," to perform the affective work described above. At the
same time, it is sufficiently flexible, or sufficiently "thin," to avoid the co
ercion danger. Because the attachment to a language need not correspond
to the affirmation of particular values, and because bilingualism is possible,
a public sphere that embraces the existence of many languages will be a
place where people remain able to interact and strive for values-based con
sensus.
The "thick" quality of language stems from its comprehensive charac
ter, by which Imean that language serves as both the source of and theme
dium for our expressive capacities. A speaker uses a particular language
ones, the danger
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"tomake statements about who she is, what her group loyalties are, how
she perceives her relationship to her hearer, and what sort of speech event
she considers herself to be engaged in."180Language mediates the collec
tive and personal dimensions of individual identity. The recognition of lin
guistic difference, therefore, acknowledges individuals' cultural pedigrees
and respects the framework through which they define and situate them
selves in different social contexts, or how they choose to relatewith others.
Language is also comprehensive in the sense that it represents more
than just amarker or symbol of culture; it is "the recorder of paternity, the
expresser of patrimony and the carrier of phenomenology."181
A cul
Sociolinguists describe language as carrying "cultural content."'182
tural community's loss of its common language often presages an impover
ishing of its culture, because language operates as a repository of cultural
meaning.183 Cultural vitality therefore depends heavily on language main
tenance. Language is comprehensive because it has the capacity to record
the full range of values held by themembers of a cultural community.
In addition to having this deep relationship to cultural identity, lan
guage offers the ideal focal point for a politics of recognition because it is
also comprehensive in a "thin" sense. All languages possess the ability to
develop new words and concepts as the needs arise and thus represent
frameworks capable of adapting to changing circumstances.184What is
more, as a cultural characteristic, language encompasses nearly all mem
bers of a group, regardless of the individual member's beliefs or attach
ments to other cultural practices. Unlike other cultural traits, such as ethical
or moral values, or even preferences for food, hairstyles, and fashion,
members of a given cultural group almost universally share a connection to
a language. The speaking of a language does not demand adherence to par
ticular values, but rather provides the framework for expressing variation
in other cultural forms.
Given these characteristics, then, a system of culture-based politics
focused on language avoids the essentialization of minority identity.Using
language as the mechanism of recognition avoids stereotyping, because
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acknowledging a language does not require specifying which values or cus
toms an individual should adopt. Such an approach ensures that the recog
nizing state or institution does not impose upon individuals expectations
that they conform to a group identity defined by a certain set of traits.185
Language-based rights or policies, by focusing on the organizational and
expressive dimensions of culture, will result in an institutional recognition
of culture that leaves conflict over value-laden worldviews to group mem
bers. Such policies avoid lending the imprimatur of the law to particular
cultural practices, some of which may be contrary to liberal principles.
But perhaps most importantly, the recognition of language difference
does not preclude individuals from developing a bilingual or bicultural ori
entation as ameans of integrating themselves into a larger nation or world.
That both people and communities have the capacity to be bilingual rein
forces the value of language in this "thin" sense. The individual and social
ability to be bilingual ensures that different language communities will be
able to interact in the institutions common to all.'86 Indeed, universal acqui
sition of English in theUnited States and of other widely spoken languages
in societies containing small language minorities is inescapably valuable,
because itworks against the tendency toward social division along ethnic
and linguistic lines. Even as small languages increasingly become theme
dia for local political, governmental, and economic activity, certain "mega
languages," especially English, Spanish, French, German, Japanese,
Chinese, and Arabic, continue their spread, largely to good effect.187The
possibility of bilingualism makes language particularly valuable to those
who are interested in simultaneously harnessing the value of ascriptive dif
ferences and promoting social integration. Approaching language differ
ence in this way should make institutions accessible and relevant to
minorities and, at the same time, institutionalize a form of resistance to the
self-segregation thatmight prevent groups from evolving.
4. Language and theArgument for Survival
Relying on language to develop a project of recognition is not without
its downsides. Other dimensions of ethnic identity often outlast the ability
185.
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to speak a common language, suggesting that linguistic recognition is not a
complete answer to the questions that cultural difference raises.188More
significantly, a language-based form of recognition that emphasizes the
possibility of bilingualism arguably encourages this assimilation. To the
extent that language minorities prioritize the learning of the dominant lan
guages of their societies, the likelihood of continued facility with minority
languages diminishes, and the possibility thatminority language communi
ties will disappear remains unavoidable. But neither a politics of recogni
tion centered on language, nor a participatory conception of amultilingual
society, should adopt the survival of particular language groups as a pri
mary goal.
Of course, when cultures face extinction, a compelling case can be
made for their rejuvenation and perpetuation.189Calls for revival may re
flect guilt on the part of the dominant culture, which likely had a hand in
theminority's near extinction. But survivalist clams also suggest a belief in
the aesthetic and intellectual value of human heterogeneity. In theUnited
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States, these intuitions have given rise to measures such as the Native
American Languages Act, a federal law that promotes the preservation of
native languages and cultures, many of which are in danger of disappear
ing.190The autonomy regimes that have emerged around theworld in vari
ous forms,191along with human rights lawyers' defense of the principle of
self-determination,192also reflect an interest in providing weakened minor
ity cultures with opportunities to flourish. Indeed, the defense of minority
run institutions grows from a desire to see minority groups survive into the
long term.193
But once we shift our focus from endangered language groups to the
language diversity in multiethnic societies formed largely through immi
gration, the claim for long-term survival becomes difficult to defend on the
grounds that the group might otherwise disappear. Unlike many national
minorities, forwhom failure to plan for long-term survival is tantamount to
a cultural death sentence, migrants tend to be from cultures whose fortunes,
for themost part, rise and fall independently of the immigrants' status in
host societies. In other words, the assimilation of Mexican Americans pre
sents no real threat to the survival of eitherMexican culture or the Spanish
language, though emigration to the United States may well change
Mexican culture and politics in significant ways.
If the only remaining support for the survival claim is the cultural in
terests of individuals and groups, the survivalist impulse must remain an
cillary to the protection of both individual and group autonomy. Such
autonomy can only be fully realized if individuals and groups alike are
permitted to evolve in response to changing social conditions, with the
freedom to conclude that a particular language has lost its social viability
or its ability to make the members of the group effective social actors.
Absent the creation of ethnic enclaves surrounded by strictly enforced bor
ders, dominant surrounding cultures will change culture-based groups.
And, particularly for small national minorities, the benefits of knowing a
widely spoken language that can connect thatminority to theworld are too
great to justify prioritizing cultural survivalism above all else. Itmay be
that even the best-structured and responsive institutions "are atmost able to
contribute to the contemporary linguistic security of the language
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community, rather than ensuring its long-run survival.""94But in offering a
participatory approach to language diversity, my goal is not to ensure the
long-term survival of every group. Instead,my aim is tomake it possible
for cultural minorities to engage in the public and social spheres without
feeling coerced into abandoning the practices that structure their world
views.
My emphasis on bilingualism as an aspiration, and its corresponding
de-emphasis of particular groups' survival, thus resembles what Will
Kymlicka has called a kind of American post-ethnic consensus.195 This
view of ethnicity "favors voluntary affiliations[,] ... emphasizes the
dynamic and changing character of many groups, and is responsive to the
potential for creating new cultural combinations,"'96 but retains a primary
focus on individual rights. But while the participatory conception I offer
does recognize the fluidity of group identity, it diverges from the voluntary
model in one important respect.My defense of a culture-based politics de
pends on the realization that culture and language are constitutive, which
gives rise to the need for legal and institutional recognition of group inter
ests through actual structural reform. The participatory aspiration is not to
make it possible for people to pick and choose among available cultures in
the public sphere. Rather, its purpose is to allow culturalminorities to live
public lives with existing cultural affiliations intact,while recognizing that
the endpoint of an integrated political community will always be amoving
target. In the process, the "mainstream" either will be transformed or cease
to exist. In other words, both the dominant culture and the culturalminori
tieswithin itwill change through the process of participation.
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In place of the conventional argument for linguistic survival, my par
ticipatory agenda provides a formula for dealing productively with multi
lingual social conditions while recognizing that the same interests in
cultural transmission and control over cultural destiny are held by immi
grants and national minorities alike. The most important question always
will be how to manage the cultural concerns of extant generations in a
manner that promotes social investment; for this reason, principles of free
dom of association will be critical to shaping the agenda. Some groups,
armed with this principle, and because of their sheer numbers, may well
in theUnited States seem a likely candidate, at
endure-Spanish-speakers
least for the foreseeable future. Yet the source of the language rights de
fined in this Article is not the right to long-term survival, but rather the
need to respect the choices of present-day actors, which may reach across
generations, but not into perpetuity.
5. Final Thoughts on Affection and Participation
As I suggest above, the fear of coercion explains the tendency in
American legal discourse to cabin culture in the private sphere, away from
state involvement. This separation between public and private life is artifi
cial, because cultural traits are complexly embedded in human personalities
and are difficult to repress at the nebulous border between private and pub
lic spaces. The cultural affiliations that tie individuals and groups to one
another will vary and may change over the course of individual lifetimes,
or from one generation to the next. Consequently, rather than conclude that
our public institutions should transcend culture, itwould be more appropri
ate to adjust those institutions to respond flexibly to the people's cultural
demands. Because we are fundamentally culture-bearing people, promoting
participation in a multiethnic society requires acknowledging the cultural
dimension of citizenship.
A workable participatory model acknowledges that actual social en
gagement, perhaps the most critical of democratic habits, is more likely
when personalized forms of affiliation are allowed room for expression.l97
Ultimately, both individuals and communities are sufficiently flexible to
sustainmultiple ethnic and linguistic identities. Just as individuals have the
capacity for bilingualism in their daily lives, so too can they draw on mul
tiple affective affiliations, including multiple linguistic ones, to form co
herent political personalities.
C.

The Structure of Language Rights

Cultural recognition is not simply about symbolic affirmation of cul
tural interests. Cultural groups that seek recognition also desire political

197.

See Rodr?guez,

supra note 22, at 145.
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affirmation and pursue power as much as public validation of their cul
tures. A culturally conscious politics thus acknowledges the political le
gitimacy of groups of citizens who define themselves with reference to
cultural characteristics. It thereby confers political status on the culturally
defined group and the individuals who define their identities, at least in
part, throughmembership in that group.198The debate over how to struc
it should take shape through devolution, minor
ture this power-whether
ity-run institutions, minority representation, or something less elaborate
is always heated. But the final, important step in laying out the theoretical
framework for a participatory approach to language difference is to specify
the political and legal mechanisms through which the ideas expressed
above should be realized. Whether we speak in terms of guaranteeing
rights or protecting interests, andwhether we think of the project as one for
constitutional or statutory law, or even for informal norm development, it
is important to clarify whether laws and policies should be addressed to
groups or individuals.
Resistance to the idea of group rights is powerful inAmerican legal
culture.Many Americans dismiss language or cultural rights as archetypal
group rights incompatible with American conceptions of rights, which are
oriented toward the protection of the individual.199The same concerns
about coercion that explain the opposition to cultural recognition also sup
port resistance to projects that appear to involve the protection of group

rights.
But the group/individual dichotomy draws too crude a distinction. The
language rights and policies I seek to develop are ultimately of a hybrid
character. In this Section, to complement the conclusion reached above
that the recognition of language groups promotes participation and social
integration-I demonstrate that language rights, likemost rights, can show
regard for individuality by acknowledging that individual interests are em
bedded in the interests of groups.
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1. Language Rights as Group Rights
Language rights, as commonly understood, do not include the right to
use any language, but instead focus on the protection of mother tongues.
This emphasis on heritage thus connects the concept of language rights
closely to group identity. As a result, it is not surprising that language
rights often take shape as group rights, both in theory and in practice.200
What ismore, people use and enjoy language in community, rather than in
isolation. Respect for the linguistic interests of individuals, therefore, can
not be separated completely from the linguistic fate of groups andmay re
quire protecting groups as groups. Indeed, individuals accumulate power
and develop important relationships through group affiliations. But there
aremany ways of protecting these intertwined interests, and the challenge
is to give adequate recognition to both individual and group interests.
In their strongest form, group rights endow particular social units with
power and perhaps even with sovereignty. The benefits of these arrange
ments may or may not trickle down to individual group members, and the
individual's interestsmay be subordinated to the group's. The treatment of
indigenous peoples in theUnited States and Canada roughly approximates
this type of arrangement.201The Belgian system, under which the country's
three primary linguistic communities constitute rights- and duty-bearing
units, reflects group rights in their strongest form, as well.202Each autono
mous region governs in themajority language of the territory. Language
rights attach to a culturally determined people, not to individual members
of those communities. Individuals, therefore, do not take their rights with
themwhen crossing regional boundaries, and the Belgian Constitution es
tablishes that the boundaries, and hence the language rights, cannot be
in language rights discourse
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or
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altered except through an elaborate series of procedures under which the
three national groups hold specific voting and representation rights.203
Some theorists articulate a similarly strong version of group rights by
calling for the devolution of political power to internal national groups.
Kymlicka, in particular, contends that the creation of linguistically homo
geneous, separate institutions for minority subgroups within a larger fed
eral structurewill foster the participation of minority groups in democracy
by giving them the autonomy to control cultural policy.204He claims that,
without separate institutions governed in theirmother tongues, culturalmi
norities will lack the access to "societal culture" critical to true political
autonomy.205Quebec's language policies reflect this insight.206Similarly,
trends in human rights law toward the creation of "autonomy regimes"207
for cultural minorities assume that stability and democracy within nation
states depend on the creation of minority-run institutions capable of chan
neling the demands of culture-based political movements.208
Although territorialmodels and minority-run legal institutions have
worked reasonably well in places such as Belgium, Spain, and Canada, the
minority-run institution is hardly a panacea for diversity-related conflicts.
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Devolution tominority-run institutions will not help secure rights for dis
parate ethnic groups spread out over a nation's territory, nor will it be ideal
for richly diverse countries seeking a multicultural form of integration.209
Multiple linguistic communities sometimes exist within a national commu
nity defined by nonlinguistic factors, such as shared historical experiences
or a common religion. A single linguistic identitymay cut across particular
national identities. As the presence of a sizable Anglophone population in
Quebec suggests, no matter how decentralized a political system is,minori
ties always will be present within minorities. And, in a free society, they
will be vocal.210 This minority-within-the-minority phenomenon is also
in the United States, where an
characteristic of communities
English-speaking minority lives within a larger Spanish-speaking commu
nity, which is itself aminority within the larger national context. The exis
tence of these overlapping language communities diminishes the
practicality of the multiculturalist's preference for linguistically homoge
neous, minority-run institutions.211Nonetheless, in these same contexts,
recognition of group identity and interests will be important. Finding an
alternative to a strong form of group rights that still captures inescapably
valid group interests thus becomes necessary.
2. Language Rights as Hybrid Rights
Even in systems that rely on minority-run institutions, various other
means of addressing the concerns of disparate ethnic groups and the inter
ests of individuals have been developed. Once again, the Canadian system
offers a case in point, demonstrating that the interests of groups and indi
viduals, while sometimes in competition, can be reconciled.212On the one
hand, the emphasis in Canadian case law on language rights as emanating
from a historic compromise suggests a group-based conceptualization of
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the issue.213Although English speakers significantly outnumber French
speakers in Canada as a whole, English and French have equal constitu
tional status within federal institutions.214Securing equality between the
two languages requires the maintenance of linguistic groups, which, in
turn, requires compromises focused on group demands. These imperatives,
for example, justify Quebec's insistence that immigrants toQuebec assimi
late into the Francophone community, to help keep the Francophone popu
lation robust in the face of English language dominance inNorth America
as a whole. Quebec's retention of control over language and cultural policy
within the province promotes language equality in Canada generally, be
cause the status of Francophones outside of Quebec depends in part on
Quebec's vigorous promotion of the French language within its territory.
The Canadian language rights regime thus assumes that preserving cultural
autonomy requires considering whether the cultural practices that make
that autonomy meaningful are at risk.
Yet language rights receive their higher-law expression in the Charter,
which arguably subordinates collective goals to the rights of the individ
ual.215The Charter declares the equality of language groups but protects
that equality by granting the individual the right to access federal institu
tions, public services, and education in one's mother tongue.216These
rights belong not just to Francophones inQuebec, but can be enforced by
individualminorities in other provinces. Anglophones inQuebec also pos
sess certain rights against the province, which ostensibly limit Quebec's
ability to regulate language.217The Charter ultimately protects individuals
as members of groups, a structure that reflects the salience of group iden
tity to the individual. Of course, if Canadian language protections were
truly individual rights protections, they would extend to third-language
speakers, and not merely Franco- and Anglophones. But this feature of the
Canadian compromise does not obscure the possibility of hybridity.
In fact, individual rights guarantees that apply universally to all
Canadians cabin some of the excesses of Canada's group-based arrange
ments. In Ballantyne v. Canada, Anglophone claimants challenged
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Quebec's Bill 178, which required the exclusive use of French for outdoor
commercial signs and the names of commercial firms, arguing that the Bill
violated their rights under various provisions of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights.218The U.N. Human Rights Committee found
in favor of the Anglophones, holding that the regulation violated article
19's guarantee of freedom of expression.219 The Committee found com
mercial communication was protected and concluded that restrictions on
the speech rights of Anglophones were not necessary to protect the endan
gered status of Francophones in Quebec.220 Like the Supreme Court of
Canada in Ford v. Quebec, the Committee concluded that less restrictive
means could be used to protect the language interests of Francophones,
such as requiring English commercial signs to include equivalent expres
sions in French.221The Committee treated the parties' language interests as
group-based concerns, reflecting on the relative status of Francophones and
Anglophones in Canada as a whole. At the same time, it affirmed the
Francophone minority's language law only insofar as it adhered to certain
universally applicable free speech rights, which here benefited the provin
cial Anglophone minority. In other words, the Francophone majority re
tained its authority to regulate the province's linguistic landscape to the
extent that its regulations did not needlessly disadvantage theminority citi
zens of Quebec.
These observations are not intended to demonstrate that the United
States should adopt a Canadian-style system. Rather, they show that devel
oping a conception of language rights need not entail entrenching group
interests at the expense of individuals. In the final analysis, one would be
hard-pressed to deny that individuals derive much of their identities from
their collective affiliations. Respect for individual autonomy demands re
spect for the social and cultural groupings to which individuals belong.222
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Language rights guarantees, like those adopted in Canada, respect individ
ual rights in the context of group-based interests, demonstrating that the
legal recognition of groups is not in irresolvable tension with respecting
individual integrity.
As I explain inmore detail in Part III, theAmerican legal system pos
sesses resources for expressing this kind of developed appreciation for
group interests. The possibility of hybridity is already reflected inAmeri
can antidiscrimination law. Individuals enforce civil rights claims asmem
bers of classes of similarly situated people, and the law protects them from
discrimination based on theirmemberships in particular groups. In other
words, the law recognizes racial, ethnic, and gendered groups as salient
social entities and, by extension, offers remedies to individuals in acknowl
edgment of their group memberships.223Going forward, principles of free
dom of association and personal autonomy can ground a framework that
relies on group identity to promote participation. Despite the limited appeal
of strong forms of group rights in theUnited States, then, it is nonetheless
possible to deal in terms of individual affiliation with group identities.
Though this emphasis suggests that groups matter only because "they are
essential for thewell-being of the individual,"224
we can still acknowledge
that "[g]roup interests cannot be reduced to individual interests," and that
groups experience prosperity and decline, and can be harmed by societal
actions.225
Even territorial solutions short of devolution that emanate from states
and localities will be feasible in parts of theUnited States and will contrib
ute to efforts to acknowledge the interests of groups.226The decision of the
New Mexico Supreme Court to require the state judicial system to
movement

to the protection of people's ongoing capacity to form, develop, and preserve different types
of groups," id.
223.
As Habermas
puts it, "in the political arena those who encounter one another are collective
actors contending about collective
goals and the distribution of collective
goods. Only in the courtroom
and in legal discourse are rights asserted and defended as actionable
individual rights ...." Habermas,

supra note 150, at 108.
224.
Kukathas,
supra note 101, at 233 (noting that to the extent that liberal theory countenances
existence
of groups,
it is because
such groups are linked to the well-being
of individuals).
Charles
based on Kantian notions of human dignity
Taylor contends that "profound philosophical
assumptions"
and rationality underlie
this conception
of morality
and agency as lodged in the individual. Taylor,
of the
supra note 152, at 57. In my view, even if we can justify group rights based on the preeminence
for doing so that is stronger than
political value of equality, it is hard to imagine a moral justification
the equal worth of all individuals.
225.

Margalit

& Raz,

supra note
declare

identity of groups nonetheless
value to the individual. Id.

and Raz, in acknowledging
the independent
104, at 87. Margalit
that the moral
interest depends on its
importance of the group's

226.
town of El Cenizo,
The
1999 decision
of the border
which
is populated
Texas,
this
overwhelmingly
by Spanish
speakers, to conduct all of its public affairs in Spanish exemplifies
kind of localized
language solution. See, e.g., Hillary Durgin, Will El Cenizo's Present Be America's
Fin. Times, Sept. 4, 1999, at 5; Thaddeus Herrick, Spanish Official Language
in "Safe
Ma?ana?,
"
at Al.
Haven
Border City, Hous. Chron.,
14,1999,
Aug.
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accommodate jurorswho do not speak English reflects a kind of territorial
solution that strives to protect the rights of individuals engaged in the pub
lic sphere.227The court's decision both protected the rights of non-English
speakers to serve on juries and reinforced the state's more general interest
in promoting the status of non-English-speaking language groups.228
While
such an interpretation of the rights associated with political participation
might not be generalizable to other parts of the country, and thus not cog
nizable as universal, portable rights, this event in New Mexico offers a
clear example of "Our Federalism" at work.229A framework that incorpo
rates culture into the public sphere in order to protect the individual's abil
ity to associate freely, within the communities of one's choice, reflects the
ultimate, hybrid expression of freedom. As I demonstrate in the next Part,
encouraging participation in the institutions of social life requires harmo
nizing the interests of groups and individuals, which in turn depends on
openness tomultilingualism.

III
LANGUAGE AND PARTICIPATION IN THE UNITED

STATES

Articulating a set of participatory practices for all democratic societies
is beyond the scope of thisArticle. Because language law and policy must
reflect specific institutional and national contexts both, any such generali
zations will be limited in their accuracy and utility. I offer theUnited States
as a case study, however, to develop the idea of multilingual participation
through examples, and to demonstrate thatAmerican legal culture contains
resources to support a theory of language rights. The federalist structure of
our Constitution, designed in part to encourage experimentation in govern
ance, is helpful inmanaging the diversity thatmay seem unwieldy at the
national level. Furthermore, our culture of constitutional rights and self
government also contains ample resources and vocabulary to facilitate the
cultural dimensions of politics. Principles of freedom of association, paren
tal autonomy, and freedom of conscience all can be understood as having
cultural components.
In the discussion that follows, I consider several of themost common
sites and forms of language conflict in theUnited States: the political cam
paign, the English-only law, the English-only workplace rule, and the de
bate over language education. I consider how lawmakers and members of
the public can manage language difference in each context to maximal
227.
The court delivered
its opinion from the bench. For discussion
of the opinion, see Elizabeth
a Language Bar inN.M., Nat'l
Amon, Breaking
L.J., Feb. 7, 2000, at A13. See also Marilyn Haddrill,
The Language
Jurors Draws Notice, Dallas
of Justice: NM Ruling Allowing Non-English-Speaking
Morning
at 21 A.
News, Mar. 8,2000,
See Amon, supra note 227.
v. Harris,
See Younger
401 U.S.
the doctrine
37, 43-45
(1971)
(explaining
as "policy against federal court interference with state court proceedings").
Federalism"
228.
229.
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participatory effect. I draw on tools available at all levels of organiza
tion: federal, state, local, and civil society. Although different legal and
political resources exist to channel participatory objectives in each case, I
converge in each case on multilingual rather thanmonolingual presump

tions.
But before turning to specifics, it is important to note that developing
strategies tomeet the participatory goals outlined in Part II requires two
perspectives on the language question: a rights perspective and a policy
one. As the Canadian case suggests, a rights-based framework will be a
crucial component of promoting participation in amultilingual setting, be
cause the rights and participation frameworks reinforce one another. On the
one hand, language rights work as the engines of participation: protecting
certain individual rights promotes personal autonomy, which powers the
social engagement that a healthy democracy requires. Actual participation
in social decision making, particularly over matters of deeply personal
concern, heightens individuals' sense of control over their place in society
and thereforemakes themmore confident and better social actors. On the
other hand, by participating in important social institutions, individuals
honor the personal integritywhose protection is at the core of rights-based

theory.
Rights-based thinking alone, however, will not be sufficient, as many
of the interests at stake in the language debate will not be best articulated in
the form of rights.We must also think in terms of policy. Language-related
discourse and the rules that emerge from that discourse, such as
English-only laws, have important symbolic or expressive effects, because
they emit cultural signals about general attitudes toward linguistic differ
ence and language minorities. In addition, and perhaps more importantly,
when thinking about how to structure certain institutions, language should
be thought of as a value. Consequently, linguistic interests will compete
with other social values for primacy and resources, and such interests
might be advanced in different ways for different groups depending on
their preferences.
A.

The Symbolic Politics of Language Use

Understanding the value of recognizing language minorities through
symbolic politics is the first step in crafting a participatory strategy. By
symbolic politics, Imean the use of cultural symbols, such as language, in
political discourse to signal solidarity with or appreciation of certain mi
nority groups. Symbolic politics are important, particularly inmultiethnic
democracies, because "symbols thatmake national identities feel secure"
anchor the notion that peaceful coexistence among groups is possible.230

230.

Magnet,

supra note 40, at 427-28.
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Indeed, themulticulturalist insight into the "ritualistic," language-specific
component of political communication231underscores the danger of calling
for a single public language in a society of complex, overlapping linguistic
sub-units. A heavy preference formonolingualism will limit the forms of
political expression available to a citizenry and risk alienating nondomi
nant segments of society from politics.
The 2002 Democratic primary in the Texas gubernatorial race offers a
poignant example of how largely symbolic uses of languages other than
English confer recognition and therefore encourage loyalty to the body
politic. The two candidates, both Mexican American, elected to hold an
entirely Spanish-language debate-the first event of its kind in Texas poli
tics.232The need to communicate with monolingual Spanish speakers did
not motivate the decision, as most Texan voters who speak Spanish also
speak English. Rather, the recognition that a Spanish-language debate
would have a unique ritualistic resonance with a largely bilingual audience
mobilized the politicians. Similarly, the GOP's recent efforts to fund
Spanish-language instruction for its candidates, as well as the ever
expanding efforts of politicians on both sides of the aisle to incorporate
Spanish into their stump speeches, reflect an awareness of the salience of
non-English, even for English speakers.233
Symbolic uses of language are compelling because they include char
acteristics traditionally reserved for private life in public discourse.234This
kind of symbolic politics enables people to assert ownership over some
aspect of public life and is thus based on the same assumption that supports
practices such as bilingual legislative enactment in officially bilingual so
cieties.235Behind theCanadian prescription that all lawsmust be enacted in
both French and English rests a belief that the people should see
themselves as the authors of their laws and the owners of their
Kymlicka,
supra note 77, at 213.
Dallas
Morning
in November?,
See Mercedes
News,
Olivera, Will Latinos' Gains Matter
....
Mar.
[I]t was
16, 2002, at 30A (noting that the "primary elections were historic for many reasons
R.G. Ratcliffe,
in Spanish on television");
debated
for Texas governor...
the first time candidates
231.
232.

Mar. 7, 2002, at A17 (noting that the debate
Bid Still Effective Minus Funds, Hous. Chron.,
"made history as the nation's first televised debate in Spanish between major candidates").
to Surprise and Applause
Catholic Church
E. Gibson, President
William
233.
of
Stops at Miami
at 1A ("Bush delivered
his well-practiced
Nov.
Sun-Sentinel,
1, 2004,
stump
Parishioners,

Morales

speech
Antonio

...

adding
Express

a few words
News,

San
of Spanish"); Gary Martin, Pollsters:
Big Race Remains Heated,
have spent the year targeting the
2, 2004, at 11B ("Both campaigns
and stump speeches that include cute
force with Spanish language advertising
Oct.

emerging Latino political
and catchy phrases in Espa?ol
[sic].").
rather
would
234.
This recent move by the GOP is ripe for a cynical interpretation: Republicans
to win Latino votes than address issues of particular concern to Latinos.
appeal to an ethnic nostalgia
of
of the political
dimensions
But even if this is the case, the attempt still reflects an awareness

a critique that
too vehemently
language difference. And detractors should be careful about emphasizing
assumes Latino voters are superficial.
in the
of Francophones
See Silver, supra note 53, at 693 (discussing
235.
underrepresentation
public

service).
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government.236 In this vein, at least one American state has adopted an
English-plus resolution that gives quasi-official status and symbolic recog
nition to a language other than English.237While such recognition remains
largely symbolic, it challenges themonolingual version of American iden
tity behind the typical English-only measure. These resolutions also mark
the multilingual heritage of a community and suggest the possibility of
state accommodation of languages other thanEnglish in response to demo
graphic evolution.
Of course, despite the value of symbolic politics, for cultural recogni
tion to bring people into the political community successfully, itmust traf
fic in more than ritual and image. The measures adopted in Canada to
address the language question suggest that something more powerful than
symbolism motivates efforts to manipulate the visage linguistique.238
Behind the desire to insert linguistic symbols into public life lies a concern
not just for status, but also for control.239Symbolic statements purporting to
recognize a group's legitimacy, even if constitutional in nature, do little to
facilitate interaction among different linguistic groups. Nor will most sym
bolic statements, on their own, broaden the public sphere to include the
members of the linguistic group so recognized. As a result, the participa
tory account requires thatwe assess whether the linguistic rules that actu
ally govern mid-level social institutions improve or reduce the quality and
breadth of the people's participation in those institutions.
B.

Official English Laws and Self-Government

To understand how tomake the transition from symbolic uses of lan
guage to truly participatory language policies, it is helpful to consider the
English-only laws thatwere a flashpoint of the language wars of the 1990s
and that remain a persistent, though less frequently discussed, phenomenon
today.240Such laws have been assessed traditionally in antisubordination or

236.

See

id.

237.

See,

of the New Mexico
e.g., Resolution
Legislature
in the United
Law and Language
Policy

Only

English?

(Mar.
States

1989), reprinted
25 (1990).
to regulate the language

238.
This term is invoked to describe Quebec's
attempts
signs and firm names.
239.
See Macmillan,
supra note 59, at 113 (quoting Conseil
body that urged the premier to reinstitute French-only
requirement

in Bill

Piatt,

of commercial

an advisory
de la Langue Fran?aise,
to protect visage linguistique).

At least twenty-two
states had official English
in 2005. See Peter W.
240.
laws on the books
and Law, 46 Am. J. Comp. L. 17, 17-18 (1998) ("[I]n recent years over twenty of
Schroth, Language
the fifty states have felt their English-speaking
threatened to require statutes or
ethnicity
sufficiently
state

their official
The exact count of
declaring English
provisions
language_").
South
laws depends on the type of statute counted as an official
English
language enactment.
for example, has passed a statute declaring English
the "common
Dakota,
language." S.D. Codified
are official
Laws
and Hawaiian
law, both English
? 1-27-20 (1995). Under Hawaii
languages. See
constitutional

official

Haw. Rev.

Stat. Ann.

? 1-13 (LexisNexis

2005).
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status-based terms.241The scholarly concern has been that English-only
laws push the limits of the Equal Protection Clause by establishing an eth
nicity-based classification without a legitimate state purpose.242But al
though such statutes have symbolically exclusionary implications, it is
notoriously difficult to demonstrate that they reflect animus against minori
ties, rather than a more benign intent to affirm the obvious dominance of
English.243 Indeed, whether such laws have actual subordinating effects is
unclear.
Under my participatory framework, I would not categorize an
English-only law as presumptively invalid. Instead, I would evaluate the
law based on how it affects the relationship between the people and the
state. Under this framework, courts would scrutinize the limitations such
laws place on the ability of the individual to both comprehend and structure
her relationship with the state. This type of inquiry embodies an important
participatory interest;whether one thinks the state-participant relationship
should be involved orminimal, it remains central in a participatory democ
racy. The accessibility and credibility of public institutions shapes a per
son's willingness to engage with the public sphere. In fact, in recognition
of its importance, state courts have safeguarded the state-participant rela
tionship using the free-speech principles of their state constitutions,244 and
the federal courts have protected it by articulating general access-to
government rights based on the requirements of due process.245

241.
Rev.
and

Crisis of Citizenship,
31 U.C. Davis
L.
See, e.g., Yxta Maya Murray, The Latino-American
laws
503, 582-89 (1998) (noting the standard equal protection approach to assessing English-only
a First Amendment
on the ground
alternative
that the use of Spanish
is political,
offering

solidaristic
language);
Pluralism,

that it is an inferior
of Spanish reflects an assumption
speech and that the suppression
on American
Juan F. Perea, Demography
and Distrust: An Essay
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11 Minn.
L. Rev. 269, 356-71 (1992) (developing
and Official English,
the equal protection
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243.
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v. Lane, 541 U.S.
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245.
509 (2004)
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that, as it applies
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the right of access to the courts, Title II of the Americans
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Act constitutes a
implicating
See

see also id. at
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authority under section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment);
523 (detailing different types of access rights, including access to courts, procedural due process rights,
Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817, 822
right to trial by jury, and right of access to criminal proceedings);
and meaningful");
Ex parte Hull, 312
effective,
(1977) (requiring that access to courts be "adequate,
U.S. 546, 549 (1941) (striking down prison regulation prohibiting
prisoners from filing habeas corpus
valid

them to be "properly drawn"); Chambers v. Baltimore & Ohio
petitions unless state official determines
142, 148 (1907) ("The right to sue and defend in the courts is the alternative of force. In
R.R., 207 U.S.
an organized
of all other rights, and lies at the foundation of orderly
society it is the right conservative
It is one of the highest and most essential privileges
of citizenship....");
government.
Harbury v.
can infringe upon
233 F.3d 596, 607 (D.C. Cir. 2000) (finding that government
Deutsch,
cover-ups
143 F.3d 469, 472-73
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In a 2002 decision, the Supreme Court of Oklahoma relied on this
type of access-to-government principle to strike down an official English
law.246The court held that an initiative petition declaring English the offi
cial language violated the state constitution's free-speech provision.247 In so
doing, the Court emphasized the importance of freedom of speech "in the
political context," articulating a broad conception of that context:
[p]rotection of [political] freedoms is an essential part of the right
to participate in self-government. Information and meaningful
discussion are necessary for a self-governing society. There should
be no potential interference with a meaningful dialogue of ideas
concerning self-government; nor should there be a threat of
liability that causes self-censorship.248
According to the court, the English-only law,which barred the state's pub
lic institutions from using languages other thanEnglish, impeded individu
als' access to information and resources necessary for self-government.249
Because the purpose of the freedom of speech, under this view, is to pro
mote self-government, the protection of speech requires protecting the
means throughwhich individuals communicate with the state. The interests
of state speakers, as well as of the listening public, require safeguarding not
only the freedom to say what one wants, but also themanner inwhich ones
says it.250
Though based on compelling principles, the court's conclusion con
tains a serious analytical flaw. The court found a free-speech violation, but
it did not impose an obligation on the state to provide information and ser
vices in languages other thanEnglish to the public. But if such services are
not constitutionally required, and the state chooses not to provide them,
does that not mean that the threat to self-government posed by linguistic
inaccessibility is inescapable? Reliance on free-speech principles, which
are not typically understood to impose affirmative obligations on states, to
assess English-only laws, is therefore a limited strategy-at least pragmati
cally, if not conceptually. The most that this approach can accomplish is to
preserve a space for administrative officials to exercise discretion in

246.

In re Initiative

247.

Id.

248.

Petition No.

366,46

P.3d

123 (Okla. 2002).

Id. at 127 (internal citations omitted).
id. A state court in Alaska
struck down

an English-only
law for similar free speech
of the rights of citizens to receive information and ideas. Kritz v. Alaska,
at http://www.alaskabar.org/
No.
CI (Alaska
1, 1999), available
Super. Ct. Mar.
opinions/69.html
(declaring unlawful an initiative that stated "[t]he English
language is the language to
be used by all public agencies
in all government
functions and actions").
v. Arizonans
In Y?iguez
250.
for Official English, 69 F.3d 920 (9th Cir. 1995), vacated sub nom.
249.

See
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3DI-99-12

the violation

520 U.S. 43 (1996), the Ninth Circuit relied on the First
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addressing the linguistic needs of the population, or to preserve the ability
of lawmakers to craft formal and informal arrangements to accommodate
different linguistic needs.
Given these limitations, then, a court faced with a challenge to an
English-only law only can ask certain types of questions to determine
whether the law hinders self-government. Does the rule affect service
delivery? Are the kinds of services affected integral or peripheral to fulfill
ing the bargain between the people and the state? Does the law prohibit
municipalities from operating in a non-English language, even when those
municipalities have determined that their operations would be more effec
tive were such services to be provided? Not all English-only laws are
equally restrictive; some simply declare English to be part of the state's
heritage,251whereas others prohibit any government official from ever ut
tering a word in a language other than English.252 Applying the self
government framework, laws in the former category are likely to remain on
the books, while laws in the latter category will face greater scrutiny. In
states or localities with small linguistic minority populations, even laws in
the latter category might have de minimis participatory effects, rendering
them potentially permissible. Ultimately, by understanding English-only
laws through the participatory lens, rather than discrediting them as mani
festations of inequality, we begin to address the actual problem with the
statutes-the possibility that they will interfere with the participant-state
relationship, making government inaccessible to linguistic minorities.
C.

English-Only Rules and theWorkplace

The rise of the English-only workplace rule has eclipsed in signifi
cance the debate over official language laws, at least for the time being.
The controversy surrounds rules established by employers prohibiting the
speaking of non-English languages in the workplace.253 The rules have ap
peared in a variety of workplaces, and they take different forms, sometimes
requiring employees to speak English during certain times of day and, in
other instances, permitting only English to be spoken at all. In January
2002, for example, the chief administrator of the Paterson, New Jersey,
courthouse attempted to prohibit all courthouse employees from using

251.
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languages other than English.254 Emphasizing the city's effort to "have
bilingualism in every department," the city's mayor quickly declared that
the judge had no such authority,255underscoring the incompatibility of such
workplace rules with the objectives of public workplaces serving multilin
gual populations. In the private sector, these rules affect both blue-collar
workers in the service sector and white-collar and professional workers in
settings such as hospitals.256Some states have passed statutes prohibiting
workplace language restrictions absent an overriding business necessity257
and thereby have accomplished through state regulation what federal civil
rights litigation has struggled to deter.
This practice appears to have emerged in the early 1980s, and com
plaints lodged with the EEOC quintupled from 1996 to 2000.258National
origin-related complaints, which often include challenges to English-only
rules, represent one of the fastest growing sources of complaints to the
Commission.259And the dramatic immigration to this country, highlighted
in Part I, promises to fuel the proliferation of English-only regulations in
public and private workplaces.
Although I explore the participatory consequences of English-only
workplace rules elsewhere,260 a detour into the Title VII litigation on this
question will help explain the emerging participatory need for limitations
on such rules.261
Whereas many complaints over English-only workplace
rules have settled, a number of them have reached the federal courts as
cases alleging disparate impact on the basis of national origin.262The courts
254.

See Robert
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tend to dismiss these suits on the ground that no prima facie case of na
tional origin discrimination can be established by bilingual plaintiffs based
on themere existence of an English-only rule.263
In reaching this conclusion, however, the courts seem to contemplate
the possibility that such rules, if imposed on employees who do not speak
English at all, have a cognizable impact. Of course, the bilingual persons
affected by such rules are nearly as likely to be disproportionately national
origin minorities as the affected non-English-speaking employees. The
only explanation for the difference in the courts' approach is that they un
derstand the nature of the impact in each case to be distinct. In the case of
workers unable to speak English, some courts seem to fear the possibility
that English-only rules might isolate them socially by silencing them, or
leaving them unable to communicate at all. This fear reflects a conception
of theworkplace as a social setting where communication plays an impor
tant role in connecting the individual to his environment.264Bilinguals,
however, remain able to communicate in the face of an English-only rule;
in the courts' view, their ability to comply with the rule amounts to the ca
pacity to engage in self-help, and the effects of the rules on bilinguals are
therefore de minimus.265
Without question, the impact of an English-only rule on the bilingual
worker is less severe than the impact on the non-English speaker. But the
difference is ultimately one of degree, not of kind. The impact on both
types of speakers is a participatory one. English-only rules limit the capac
ity of linguistic minorities to be a full part of and form relationships in a
very basic social institution. The rules disrupt associative dynamics in the
workplace, and they create a rift between the workplace and the commu
nity inwhich theworkplace is situated. By forcing minority languages out
of public spaces, such rules also make it potentially more difficult formi
nority communities to sustain their native languages-the essential glue
that keeps individuals at various stages of assimilation connected to one
another. In other words, these rules interfere not just with employees' ex
pressive interests, or their interests in displaying individuality through cer
tain behaviors, but also with their associative interests, or their interests in
interactingwith others, both in and out of theworkplace. These associative
interests should be protected primarily because theworkplace functions not
Supp.

2d 730

permitting
Supp. 933

(1998)
retaliation

Title VII disparate
(dismissing
impact claim on ground that no impact arose but
claim to go forward); see also Long v. First Union Corp. of Virginia,
894 F.
failed to establish prima facie case of disparate
1995) (holding that employees

(E.D. Va.
impact under Title VII).
263.
See supra note 262.
264.
on
of conversing
See, e.g., id. at 1488 ( "[N]on-English
speakers cannot enjoy the privilege
the job if conversation
is limited to a language they cannot speak."); see also 29 C.F.R.
? 1606.7(a)
that English-only
rule may "create an atmosphere of inferiority, isolation,
(EEOC guideline establishing
and intimidation").
265.

See,

e.g., Garcia

v. Spun Steak, 998 F.2d

1480,

1487 (9th Cir.

1993).
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only as a commercial setting, but also as a social institution-an intuition
buttressed by a growing literatureportraying theworkplace as a site where
significant social bonds take shape.266
By challenging the validity of these rules, I do not mean to suggest
that employers never can justify imposing them on their employees.
Non-English speakers may well use language to isolate and harass fellow
workers unable to comprehend them, and such harassment certainly has
participatory consequences. Choosing a blanket prohibition instead of a
more targeted disciplinary rule, however, allows employers to overreach.
Indeed, the linguistic and conversational complexity of many workplaces,
where multiple conversations among shifting groups of people occur si
multaneously, undermines the claim that English-only rules will always
make theworkplace more collegial. Whether the rules promote collegiality
depends, in part, on the composition of theworkplace, the community from
which the employer draws itsworkforce, and the community the employer
serves. Increased scrutiny of English-only rulesmay make itmore difficult
for employers to police theworkplace, and theymay place employees who
do not understand non-English at an occasional disadvantage vis-a-vis their
coworkers. But given themultilingual nature of our population, most indi
viduals will experience this cost. Moreover, these consequences reflect the
costs of pursuing an objective outlined in Part II: spreading the burden of
integratingminorities and immigrants across the population by expecting
English speakers to tolerate some discomfort in their environments. This
objective is a participatory one, not just because itmore effectively inte
grates minority workers into social institutions such as the workplace, but
also because it imposes an appropriate social responsibility on the popula
tion as a whole to confront and absorb the diversity generated by immigra
tion. Some states, such as California and Illinois, have gone so far as to
pass laws prohibiting English-only rules in the workplace.267 These laws
recognize that such rules not only interferewith the right towork, but also
threaten to isolate employees.268 Such laws, ultimately, derive their regula
tory force from a participatory conception of theworkplace.

is the single most
266.
See, e.g., Estlund,
supra note 119, at 7 ("The workplace
important site of
interaction and sociability among adult citizens outside the family.").
cooperative
Code
5/2-102
267.
See Cal. Gov't
? 12951 (Deering 2005); 775 III. Comp. Stat.
(2005). A
if
similar bill, establishing
that an employer "commits an unlawful
the
employment
practice
employer
requires an employee
has been introduced
Sess.
268.

to speak only English while at the workplace,"
who is bilingual or multilingual
in the Texas legislature but has not become
law. See H.B. 3379, 2003 Leg., 78th

(Tex. 2003).
Cf. Matkov

Unlawful

Discrimination,

Illinois Law Declares
Salzman, New
in Emp. L. Update
1 (Jan. 2004).
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Language Education and Two-Way Integration

D.

No account of multilingualism and participation would be complete
without extended treatment of the most explosive issue in this country's
language debates-bilingual education. Inmany societies with multilingual
populations, public education rests at the heart of the language question.269
Minority language education represents the chief survival mechanism for a
language, because in the educational context, a language's fate is sealed.
For some multilingual societies, such as Canada, this realization has gener
ated constitutionally protected minority educational rights.270But in the
United States, the only language-based educational "right" that exists is the
statutory right of non-English-speaking students to programs that assist
them in overcoming language barriers, or the right to learnEnglish.271
Nonetheless, the sprawling debate over bilingual education in the
United States presents a particularly useful lens throughwhich to examine
language and participation. After all, the public schools bear the chief re
sponsibility for cultivating individuals capable of participating in society,
and they represent the social institutions of most immediate and local inter
est, not just to parents, but to all those concerned with society's future.
Language education also represents a matter of some urgency for school
districts. Current immigration patterns are bringing "unprecedented
diversity in cultural backgrounds and languages" into the classroom,272not
only in states that traditionally have had high numbers of immigrant chil
dren in their schools, but also increasingly in urban, rural, and suburban
schools across the country.273The bilingual education debate ultimately
forces us to confront the question of whether it ever makes participatory
sense for the state to promote bilingualism, or the persistence of minority
languages.
The answer to this question is complex. On the one hand, a participa
tory approach to language education demands acceptance of English
language acquisition as ameans of promoting advancement and integration
for all children. On the other hand, the participatory approach also de
mands thatwe reorient the framework throughwhich we debate language
education policy. We should understand what states have lost by banning
the use of native language instruction for limited English proficient
in Canada
in Language
Rights
269.
See, e.g., Pierre Foucher, Language Rights and Education,
258 (Michel Bastarache
ed., 1987).
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270.
Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982, ch. 11 (U.K.),
23
(Can.).
?
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272.
Legal
Reform:

414 U.S. 563 (1974).
See, e.g., Lau v. Nichols,
and
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Marcelo
Cultural, Educational,
Su?rez-Orozco,
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on Immigration:
in Law
School
School
Reform,
Implications
for
Perspectives
for Promoting

Educational
162 (Jay P. Heubert ed., 1999).
Equity
a defining
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characteristic
today: for a variety of
cities and states to
from traditional gateway
familial and economic
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to coping with linguistic and cultural diversity).
communities
less accustomed
273.
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162-63
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students (LEPs). And we should understand what states have gained
through educational reforms that promise bilingual education for native
and non-native speakers of English.
Though the bilingual education debate in the United States involves
these two dimensions-English-language
acquisition and native language
maintenance-the
law only emphasizes one of them-the acquisition of
English. In Lau v. Nichols,274 the Supreme Court held that the San Fran
cisco public schools violated their obligations under Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 by failing to provide programs for LEP students of
Chinese ancestry to assist them in learning English. The essential premise
of Lau-that all students must have adequate access to English-language
instruction-is sound under the participatory formulation.275Access to the
dominant medium of communication is a basic prerequisite for effective
and meaningful participation, a conclusion consistent with the overriding
bilingual ethos of my participatory account.
But in the decades since Lau, courts, commentators, and administra
tive agency officials have battled over whether fulfilling these obligations
requires bilingual education that includes native-language instruction, or
With one outlying and
whether English immersion classes are sufficient.276
dated exception, no court has held thatTitle VI requires bilingual education
specifically.277But it was not until recently that states began prohibiting
schools from using LEP students' native languages in teaching them Eng
While such native language bans, passed through
lish and other subjects.278
popular referenda in California, Arizona, and Massachusetts, do not
274.

Lau, 414 U.S. at 566.
Id. at 565 (noting that "those

are certain to find their
who do not understand
English
and in no way meaningful");
id. at 568 ("Where
incomprehensible
experiences
wholly
the English
group children
inability to speak and understand
language excludes national origin-minority
in the educational
from effective participation
program offered by a school district, the district must
in order to open its instructional program to
take affirmative
steps to rectify the language deficiency
275.

classroom

these students.") (internal citations
For a detailed discussion
276.

omitted).
of the case law and statutes

through which the debate can be traced,
see Rodriguez,
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supra note 22, at 209-16.
Educational
that "no state shall
Act, 20 U.S.C.
?? 1701-1720,
1703(f) (1994) (providing
Opportunity
to an individual...
by ... the failure ... to take appropriate action
deny equal educational
opportunity
to overcome
in its instructional
language barriers that impede equal participation
by its students
Sch. Dist.
programs" but not requiring bilingual education); Guadalupe Org., Inc. v. Tempe Elementary
No. 3, 587 F.2d 1022, 1029 (9th Cir. 1978) (holding that Lau did not require schools to provide LEP
students with a bilingual-bicultural
education; rather, schools need only take affirmative
steps to rectify
Valeria
G. v. Wilson,
12 F. Supp. 2d 1007 (N.D. Cal.
1998) (rejecting
language deficiencies);
constitutional

challenge

to California
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United

States v. Texas, 506 F. Supp. 405 (E.D. Tex. 1981) (imposing bilingual education as
in school desegregation
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See Ariz. Rev. Stat.
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necessarily impede LEPs' acquisition of English,279 they do hamper LEPs'
retention of their native languages.280Legal discussions rarely address re
tention, or the impact of English-language instruction on the mother
tongue. Courts consistently assume that retention is irrelevant to the rights
of the children, who will be served best by being given access to the
American mainstream.281But this blindness to retention undermines impor
tant constitutional interests of parents and children and ignores the poten
tial participatory value of native language instruction and retention. I
address these two consequences in turn.
To understand how the elision of native language affects rights central
to democracy, we must first focus on the nature of language education.
Language instruction transmits an important tool and a culture resource
from an authority figure to a child.282Parents, by virtue of being parents,
have a profound interest in cultural transmission; children share this inter
est, because it facilitates their relationships with their parents and commu
nities. And this interest-in intimate, familial, association-is at the core of
the so-called concept of ordered liberty protected by the Due Process
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.283
Given the nature of the transmission at stake, then, both existing law
and liberal theory support protecting parents' decision making authority in
the area of language instruction. Indeed, it is precisely in the educational
context that our analysis must account for the individual's liberty interest
in controlling his or her cultural destiny. To be sure, itmay seem as if the
For a discussion

279.
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& Virginia
Students'
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child's interest has been lost in this formulation. But children remain
largely powerless whether the parent or the statemakes decisions for them.
And given that this particular debate focuses on public schools, and not on
parents' rights to remove their children from public schools altogether, the
English language acquisition right already recognized by the law satisfies
the child's interest in integration into aworld beyond his or her family.284
But the question remains:would this analysis have a legal/doctrinal
upshot? State referenda banning native language instruction affect only
public schools, where states have a certain amount of authority to regulate
and constrain parental choices. As noted above, with one exception, courts
have never constitutionally required bilingual or bicultural education;285
constitutional resources do not extend far enough to require bilingual edu
cation or to differentiate between the groups who might be entitled to it.
Further, courts have proven ill-equipped to police the types of decisions
thatmust be made in creating language education programs. Such deci
sions hinge on the demographic characteristics of the school district in
question, the availability of competent teachers, and the programmatic de
mands on a resource pie of surely limited size. Finally, as an empirical
matter, some parents actually prefer English immersion to bilingual educa
tion programs,216
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In light of these constraints, the liberty interest in control over cultural
transmission will serve, at most, to defend against state encroachment on
family life. Applying the principles articulated above, states could be pro
hibited from banning altogether the use of the native language in language
education, which would leave decisions about complementary native lan
guage instruction in the hands of parents and local school boards. The un
derlying rationale would be that banning native language use is not an
ordinary policy decision, but one that conflicts with constitutionally pro
tected parental choice rights.288This approach also would reinforce choice
among policymakers, leaving them free, along with parents, to experiment
with different forms of English immersion and native language use.289That
this approach offers a fair solution to the language education debate is un
derscored by the fact that states likeMassachusetts have made efforts to
interpretnative language bans as not covering bilingual programs for non
LEP students.290By understanding bilingual referenda to affect a basic lib
erty interest,we accord parents of LEP students the same power over lan
guage education given other parents in the same context.
Restraining states in thisway also would have important ancillary so
cial benefits. First, parental control promotes social, democratic interests,
because it helps preserve existing frameworks for managing pluralism.291
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As Martha Minow has pointed out, "[p]arental autonomy, along with reli
gious free exercise, is the chief instrument of cultural pluralism in this
country."292 Like the free exercise protection afforded by the First
Amendment, parental control reinforces the status of the individual as the
ultimate decision maker in certainmatters of personal and community con
cern. Furthermore, parental control also operates as a decentralized check
on the state's authority by empowering individuals tomake decisions that
reflect their own values. This is a power essential to themaintenance of a
robust democracy in a pluralistic society.
Second, native language bans make it difficult, if not impossible, to
take advantage of the bridging capacity of bilinguals. If law restrains poli
cymakers from ensuring native language retention alongside English acqui
sition, then the bilingual resources needed to bridge the gaps between
different linguistic communities never will be developed to their full capac
ity. Relatedly, native language bans interferewith policymakers' ability to
experiment with different types of language education. Such bans are
wholly inconsistent with the experimental form of democratic participation
I emphasize in Part II, because they remove a key piece of the policy puz
zle through a top-down, uniform solution masquerading as a populist re
form effort. In the education context, in particular, experimentalists
emphasize that successful reforms have been based on "solutions lying
between top-down standards and bottom-up school-based reform,"293and
that responsive and sound educational policy depends on the involvement
of parents, civil society groups, and governmental actors alike.294And ex
perts on the education of LEPs stress that the complexity of these students'
concerns demands collaboration among community advocates, parents,
educators, and researchers.295Native language bans thwart this dynamic

process.
In emphasizing the importance of experimentation in this area, my
claim is not that native language instruction should always be employed.
Rather, my point is that something as central to education as the student's
native language represents an indispensable input in the policy-making
process. Under existing constitutional structures as understood by the
courts, we have no good legal mechanism throughwhich to articulate and
resist interference with policy collaboration-a
factor that gives the

that affect

children private, "avoiding
both public controversies
and public responsibility
instruction to what for children are decent
everything from what constitutes
appropriate moral
standards of living, medical
services, and time with loving adults." Id.
Id.
292.

decisions
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.See Liebman & Sabel, supra note 116, at 191; see also Su?rez-Orozco,
293.
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studies concluding
that relational aspects of schooling
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mean that top-down reforms cannot address concerns central to educating LEPs).
294.
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.Seegenerally Liebman & Sabel, supra note
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rights-based approach a strategic salience for now. A rethinking of stan
dard ideas of federalism and decentralization along the lines suggested by
democratic experimentalists may point in a new and productive direc
tion.296For the time being, we can begin with the policy observation that
the trend toward native language bans in the education of linguistic minor
ity children disrupts crucial participatory objectives. Freeing local schools
and parents from the constraints imposed by the bans would open up im
portant democratic space, in the sense that itwould permit the parties di
rectly involved in the educational relationship to respond with maximum
flexibility to the needs and concerns of parents and children.
To be sure, emphasizing the experimental possibilities thatwould be
restored by a rolling back of the native language bans necessarily tempers
claims made on behalf of parental control, because the collaborative proc
ess requires both flexibility on the part of interested parties as well as in
volvement by bureaucracies of one kind or another. What is more,
immigrant parents, in particular, will have difficulty becoming meaningful
partners in school reform without some form of external financial and lo
gistical support. A number of clear obstacles stand in theway of their par
ticipation: inability to speak English, lack of familiarity with theAmerican
educational system, inability to vote and status as outsiders to local poli
tics, and economic disadvantage.297And even once we recognize parents'
liberty-based rights to control the law's reach, theymust still fight over the
resources needed to act on that right.A second-generation set of questions
asking who will be entitled towhat resources to create which programs will
inevitably follow a constitutional assessment of a native language ban.298
But acknowledging that parents have an interest of constitutional dimen
sion at stake is not inconsistent with the conclusion that decisions about the
types of programs to adopt in a given district must involve decision makers
other than parents. Nor is it inconsistent with the conclusion that devising
viable language education programs is better left to the policy realm than to
constitutional litigation.
When left free to experiment, there is evidence that school districts,
togetherwith parents and researchers, have devised creative innovations on
traditional bilingual education programs. The new trend toward two-way
bilingual education, or programs designed to help native English speakers
296.
297.
298.
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and non-native English speakers learn one another's languages, exempli
fies the participatory benefits of decisions that embrace bilingualism in
individuals and multilingualism in society. Miami-Dade County public
schools, for example, have used a federal grant aimed at improving the ser
vices provided to LEP students to embark on an ambitious language cur
riculum.299The school district has complemented traditional English as a
Second Language (ESL) classes with a wide variety of language programs
that benefit all language learners, including native English speakers. These
programs offer Spanish for Spanish speakers, elementary Spanish as a sec
ond language, and district-wide initiatives designed to ensure that all chil
dren are exposed to two languages in a sixty percent English instruction,
forty percent other language instruction format.300The purpose of these
programs "is to produce students who can communicate orally and inwrit
ing in English and in another language with proficiency commensurate
with their ... educational level [and] age ... and who can interact
effectively with groups using those languages."30'With this objective, the
Miami-Dade schools are taking steps to harness language diversity as a
participation-promoting value. Such programs integrate non-English speak
ing students while enabling them to sustain preexisting linguistic ties to
family and community. At the same time, they give monolingual English
speakers heightened access to a linguistic subcommunity in theirmidst. In
addition to the documented benefits to scholastic achievement,302 these
programs represent deliberate attempts to restructure a public sphere to
adapts to society's changing cultural characteristics.
E.

Final Thoughts on theAmerican Case

In exploring the most important arenas of language conflict in the
United States, I have demonstrated how embracing bilingualism in indi
viduals andmultilingualism in society would encourage broad participation
in public and social life. The language debate in theUnited States revolves
most publicly around symbol and rhetoric-a tendency exemplified in at
tempts by politicians to use Spanish to their electoral advantage, as well as
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in the official English movement. But, more importantly, the debate rests at
the heart of everyday interactions in our most important social institu
tions-the workplace and the public schools. It unfolds through the daily
attempts by workers, managers, school officials, and parents to deal with
the linguistic consequences of an ever-expanding, non-English-speaking

population.
Once we set our goal as the promotion of participation, rather than the
articulation of a coherent conception of national identity, it becomes clear
that active promotion of bilingualism best serves our ends. In politics, the
participatory conception means acknowledging the salient identities pre
sent in the body politic. In government, ensuring accessibility and promot
ing self-government mean developing the linguistic capacities of
individuals and institutions and require leaving institutions with the discre
tion to respond to the linguistic particularities of the communities they
serve. And, in the schools where socialization occurs and the workplaces
where we live out our adult lives, our aim should be to expand the individ
ual's associative options. Particularly in the schools context, the participa
tory objective depends on thinking in terms of adding to individual
students' linguistic capacities and expanding their options for association,
rather than in terms of replacing an old identity with a new one. These ob
jectives will require acceptance of a certain amount of cacophony. But as
thisAmerican case study underscores, emphasizing linguistic commonality
as a prerequisite for participation dramatically oversimplifies the nature of
interaction among individuals, among communities, and between commu
nities and institutions in a large and deeply diverse society like theUnited
States in 2006.
CONCLUSION

At the heart of thisArticle rests a concern for autonomy-for the abil
ity of individuals to control their cultural destinies. All language rights de
bates implicitly assume that the cultural dimension of identity formation
and social interaction cannot be escaped. Indeed, in recognizing the cul
tural dimension of citizenship, language must be central, not just because
of its comprehensive character, but because it is themedium throughwhich
all choices must be made. The purpose of thisArticle has been to explore a
new way of framing these debates within the framework of liberal democ
racy.While the remediation of historical injustices, designed to promote
language-group revival, will be necessary to the realization of democracy
in many contexts, a multiethnic democracy should ultimately develop a
participatory agenda suited to the linguistic dynamics that define its people.
Although language rights have value as a mechanism for addressing the
concerns of vocal national minorities, they have proven attractive precisely
because language functions as a repository of our expressive capacities.
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Language rights should therefore be designed to incorporate the interests of
all cultural groups, regardless of their historical positions. While the argu
ment for participation is not a claim for equal status among all languages or
a call to abandon limiting principles thatwisely reflect certain historical
imperatives, it is an attempt to orient the discussion of language policy to
ward the future.
In the final analysis, the state cannot be neutral with respect to lan
guage use. But the participatory ethic does not require neutrality. It only
requires accepting certain limitations on the paradigm of single-language
dominance, or acknowledging that the sociological primacy of the domi
nant language does not, by definition, make a monolingual public sphere
preferable to a multilingual one. Under the participatory formulation, we
would understand themonolingual bias in countries like the United States
not as a reflection of fear of or animus towardminorities, but as a failure of
political imagination-as a rejection of the fundamentally democratic be
lief in the value of heterogeneity.
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